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1. Tbe forces of tbe world reaction are defimtely preparing a
tbird world war, and tbe danger of war exists. But the democratic
forces of the people of the world have surpassed the reactionary
forces and are forging ahead; they must and certainly can overcome
tbe danger of war. Therefore, the question in the relations betwee!1
the United States, Britain and France and the Soviet Union is not a
question of compromise or break, but' a question of compromise
earlier or compromise later.
"Compromise" means reaching agreement througb peaceful negotiation.
"Earlier or later" means several
years, or more tban ten years, or even longer.
2. The kind of compromise mentioned above does not mean
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MAO TSETUNG

f

compromise on all international issues. That is impossible so 10~lg
as the United States, Britain amI France continue to be ruled by
reactionaries.
This kind of compromise means compromise on some
issues, includi'ng certain important ones. But there will not be
many such compromises in tbe near future. There is, however,
possibility that the trade relations of the United States, Britain and
France witl! the Soviet Union will expand.
3. Such compromise between the United States, Britain ard
France and the Soviet Union can .be the outcome only of resolute,
effective struggles by all the democratic forces of the world against
the reactionary forces of the United States, Britain and France,
Such compromise does not require the people in the countries of the
capitalist world to follow suit and make compromises at home. The
people in those countries will continue to wage different struggles
in accordance with their different conditions.
The principles of the
reactionary
forces in dealing
with the democratic
forces of
the people is definitely to destroy all they can and to prepare
( 1)

to destro) 1..ater
whatever they canno t d e st r oy now , Face
J
to face with tbis situation, tbe democratic forces of the people
ibould likewise apply the same principle to tbe reactionary
forces
'" This document was written to counter a pessimistic appraisal of
the international situation at that time. In tbe spring of 1946,
imperialislp headed by the United States 0:' America together with
tbe reactionaries in various countries, was daily intensifying its antiSoviet, anti-Communist and anti-popular activities and trumpeting
tbat "war between the United States and the Soviet Union is
inevitable" and that "the outbreak ofa third world war is inevitable".
In t!lese ~ircumstances, since some comrades overestimated the
strength of imperialism, underestimated the strength of the people,
feared U,S. imperialism and feared the outbreak of a new world
war, they, showed weakness in the 'face of the armed attacks of th e
U,S,-Chiang Kai-shek r,eactionary gang and dared not resolutely
oppose countef"revolutionary war with revolutionary war, In this
document COmrade Mao Tsetung was combating such erroneous
thinking. He pointed out that if the forces of the people throughout
the world waged rellolute, effective struggles against the forces of
workl rea~tion, they could overcome the danger
a new world

'cl-

war. At 'the same time, he pointed out that it was possible for the
imperialist countries and the socialist ~ountries to reach certain
compromises but that such compromises do "not require the people
in the countriei of the capitalist world to follow suit and make
compromises at home", and tha t "the people in those countries will
<:otltitlue to wage different struggles in accordance with their different
conditions" . This document was not made public at the time and
was circulated only among some leading comrades of the Central
Committee.
It was distributed
at the meeting of the Central
Committee of the Communist Party of China in December 1947,
Since the comrade. present unanimously agreed with its conteI}ts,
tbe feU text was later- included in "A Circular on the Decisions
Made at the Central Committee Meeting of December 1947", issued
by the Central Committee in January [948.
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Revolutionary Committees are building up the village militia,
administering justice and trying to effe«t a general reduction in rent ..
Through these activities the Revolutionary Committees are establish-

liing th~mselves as people's St,:te power. In. order to strengthen the
People s Army we must make our campaign for collection of riflesmore widespread and vigorous. In tbis respect also, the efforts to
develop the initiative of the poor and landless peasants must
continue, tbe leadership of the poor and landless peasants in the
campaign for collection of rifles must be established. This is because
the People's Liberation Army is a weapon of class struggle and this
Army will make agrarian revolution successful.
./

As our struggle in the past one year has advanced, it has
also suffered setbacks.
Many of our leaders in And!ua and Punjab>
have laid down their lives and become martyrs after a heroic
struggle
In Andhra many leaders have been arrested.
In Punjab
we have got over th~ difficulties and have penetrated deeper among
the poor and landless peasants.
But in Andhra we have not yet
l)been able to tide over tbe difficulties. As there are victories in

1

struggles: so there are .d~fe~ts. ~akin~ advantage of ou:_te~p_o!a~
reverses III Andhra. reVl510111smraIsed Its head within the Pa~.
Ihe path of revolutionary self-sacrifice was described as the pathJlf
s.uicide and the issue of self preservation was raised. Instead of
~g
importance to the problem of unity of poor a~d landl@"ss
. peasants with middle peasants, emphasis was laid on unity with
!ic~ peasan~ ~se
are the main aspects of the Bihar Committ~e's.
docume!!!. All this is revisionist thinking.
Revisionism oppos~;
armed struggle on the plea that good cadres would be ki1\ed thereby. By such talk, revisionism indirectly helps counter-revolutionary
violence. It hides from our view the man-killing system, the fact
that the semi-colonial and semi-feudal system of our country is daily
thrusting tens of millions of poor and landless peasants, workers and
poor petty-bourgeois helplessly towards the grave. In order to change
the system we must be imbued with the mantra of self-sacrifice and
be resolute in carrying on ~rmed struggle in a determined manner.
Revolution

in our country

can become

agrarian revolution and to make

successful only through

the agrarian revolution
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-we must entirely depend on the poor and landless peasants.
In
the interest of revolution itself the poor and landless peasant will
seek to m:\ke the middle peasant his firm ally in the struggle. Only
in this way can the firm unity of the peasantry be built up. If we

'tOW

lay stress on unity with rich peasan~s, the Party's c1assli~e
will become weak and the struggle will, as a result. lose Its

determined' character.

.

Did the Andhra
comrades commit
no mistakes?
Tlley.../
might have made mistakes and in the course of a struggle many a
mistake is sure to be committed.
We must learn from the mistakes.
The Andhra comrades are making a review and we shall all learn
from them. ~t
the revisionists are attributing the reverses in
Andhra to the entire Party programme.
There are many ups and
~
along tbe path of armed struggle; we shall not deviate from
our objective if we have faith in the masses and have faith in
tbe Party.
In the initial stage of tbe trduble in East Pakistan many did not
observe the chauvinist activities of the Awami League nor did tbey
observe the shameless interference of the Indian Government in the
internal
affairs of Pakistan.
As a result, they took a wrong
deGision. Subsequently, those who noted the Indian interference
failed to see the reactionary character of Yahya and went on
propagating that the Party's only task was to extend full support
to Yahya. They could not reali'ze the importance of the determined
efforts of the EPCP (M-L) to build up class struggle in this difficult
situation.
Consequently, the line they adopted was entirely a
liquidationist line. Our Party has very correctly raised tbe slogan
"Stop interference in Pakistan".
The importance of our political work is increasing as our
struggle is becoming more widespread and intc~se.
The political
level of the Party workers will have to be raised and the political
consciousness of the masses has to be. developed; only then shall
we be ab:e to combat successfully the ~ifferent manifestations of
revisionism and to raise the morale of the fighting masses.
-May

successful
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20, 1971

To the Comrades of Punjab
NOTES

The following rnessage was sent by Oomrade Oharu Mazurndar to>
the Oornrades of Punjab in the thi1·d week of April, 1971 :

I

Dear Comrades of Punjab,
You are continUing the struggle under the heaviest repression
and most ruthless oppression by the ruling class
Your struggle iSo
drawing admiration from all over India and giving us inspiration
to continue the struggle. We must not forget martyrs like Comrade
Daya Singh, Comrade Bhuja Singh and many others.
You have overcome your weaknesses despite severe repression_
You have entrenched
yourselves among the landless and poor
peasants' of Punjab who have been suffering from age-old oppression.
You have been successful because you have consciously tried to
follow the Thought of Chairman Mao, which is the only weapon
with which we can overcome our difficulties and carry the struggle
forward.
Rely upon the landless and poor peasants, release their initiative,
and all the difficulties and obstacles will be removed.
This faith upon the basic masses is tbe corner-stone of our
success, because these masses can function in various ways and their
creative genius can do miracles
Accept my revolutionary
greetings and great admiration.
for you.
CHARU

"Is the proletariat

to follow

the

bourgeoisie,

MAZUMDAR'

or

is the-

bourgeoisie
to follow the proletariat?
This question
of
responsibility
for leadership in the Chinese revolution
is the
linchpin upon which the success or failure of the revolutiondepends."
-CHAIRMAN

(The

MAO TSETUNG<

Tasks of the Ohinese Oommunist Party
in' the Period of Resistance to Japan)'
( 6 )

THE FIRST ANNIVERSARY
One year ago,

in his historic Statement of May 20, Chairman

'Mao said:

"A

new upsurge

'imperialism

is now emerging

in the
throughout

struggle

against

U. S.

the world."

This solemn Statement breathed a new faith, a new confidence,
among the revolutionary people all the world over. They were resol'ved more than ev~n before to dare to rise in struggle, to dare to take
·up arms and grasp in their own hands the destiny of tbeir countries.
Responding to the call of the great leader of the world revolution
1:hey pledged to unite and defeat the U S. aggressors and all their
running dogs.
Astonishing were the victories won during the
last twelve months by the heroic Vietnamese, Cambodian and
Laotian p~ples over the most powerful and most aggressive imperialists i~ history-the
U. S. imperialists.
Their struggles, the like of
which the world has never before seen, hwe merged into one and
the whole of Indo-China today presents one battle-front.
The revolutionary unity of the Chinese people, the three Indo-Chinese
'peoples and the Korean people is the sure guarantee of the not<distant doom of the U. S. imperialist monster.
Defeating U. S.
imperialism, Soviet social-imperialism
and domestic reactionaries,
1'evolution is marching on in various other countries.
As the flames
.of revolution spre~d. the pacts and alliances and military blocs
the U. S. imperialists and the Soviet social-imperialists
built up
painstakingly during all these years are in complete disarray today.
NATO, SEATO, CENTO, WARSHAW Pact, OAS (Organization
.of American States)-all
these carefully built-;Jp military
blocs
are today ridden with contradictions
and are fast disintegrating.
The struggle of the Polish people against the Polish revisionist
ll'uling clique, obedient lackey of the Soviet social-imperialists,
was
<guite typical of the shape of things to come in East Europe.
Tbe
( 7 )

struggle of the Latin America~ Governments
against the two
so-called superpowers for their ocean rights is one more instance of
the sharp contradictions that today beset the U. S. imperialists
and their chief accomplice.
Chairman Mao said:
stilI

"The

danger

of a

exists, and the people of all countries

new

must

world

war

get prepared.

But revolution
is the main trend in the world today'"
To
escape from the raging flames of revolution tbe U.S. imperialists
and the Soviet social-imperialists are making frantic preparations
to start a new world war today. Japanese militarism, reviveq by
the U.S. imperialists, may serve as the shock brigade of the
imperialist aggressors against the Korean
People's Democratic
Republic. In Europe, Romania, Albania and Yugoslavia are menaced
by the tbreat of aggression from the Soviet social-imperialists.
That is why a new phenomenon is emerging in the world today ..
Though their social systems may be violently opposed to that or
Socialist China, all countries whicb are menaced by the U. S;
aggressors or tbe Soviet social-imperialists
are more and more
seeking the friendship and help of Socialist Cbina and are increasingly relying on her for protection from either of the imperialist
wolves. While, in the course of revolutionary struggles, the antiimperialist unity of the revolutionary peoples of tbe world grows.
more firm every day, the sbarp contradictions among the imperialist
and social-imperialist countries and their various comprador groups.
and their fear of one anotber tear them apart and accentuate'
the disunity among them to tbe alarm of the U. S. imperialists and
the Soviet social-imperialists.
Yet "imperialism means war" and.
the revolutionary people of the world ean never afford to relax
their vigilance.
Chairman ~Mao's Statement of May 20 marked tbe' beginning
of a new phase in the world's history.
Since then epocb-making
victories bave been won by the revolutionary people of the world
on various battle-fronts.
Politically, both at borne and abroad •.
the two so-called superpowers are much more isolated today tbam
ever before. A qqalitative change is taking place in the world..
(8 )

situation and the total callapse of' imperialism,
and all reaction is in sight.

• •

social-imperialism

The last one year-the
year after the Party Congress, the first
Congress since the Party was rebuilt on Mao Tsetung Thoughthas been a momentous year in tbis country's history too. From the
Party Congress Comrade Charu Mazumdar issued his great call to
the Indian revolutionaries-the
call to spread the armed agrarian
revolution to every village in. India and to create as many points
of armed struggle as possible by relying on the poor and landless
peasants.
It was the battle of annibilation of class enemies, the
higber ,form of class struggle, that would serve as tbe starting-point
of guerrilla war-people's
war-in
India and would create n,ew men
ready to make every sacrifice and fearless of deatb.
When this
transformation bas taken place, when the poor and landless peasants,
imbued with MilO Tsetung Thought, have dared to go close to the
enemy and snatch his rifle, the guerrilla squads, the armed
forces, led by the Party would become regular units of the People's
Liberation Army and a vast mass upheaval would follow in the
wake of the intensified armed struggle. Revolutionary Committees
would be formed in rural areas freed of the class enemies and their
agents, land and crops of the landlonl clsss would be confiscated
and distributed among the landless and poor peasants, the village
militia and people's courts would be set up, the many-sided genius
of the people awakened after a long sleep would perform miracles.
The' mass struggle linked wi th armed struggle would sweep the
country and the two, inextricably interwoven and influencing and
helpIng each other, would soon strike at the present man-eating
system with the force of a hurricane and shatter it.
Now is the dawn of that day the coming of which Comrade
Charu Mazumdar predicted from the platform of the Party Congress
last year. In last October a squad of landless and poor peasant
guerrillas, equipped with only primitive weapons and entirely on
their own initiative, dared to attack armed forces of the reactiona!;)' state at Magurjan, snatched away six rifles and many bullets
after annibilating two armed men. Comrade Charu Mazumdar
hailed it and announced tbe formation of the Q~iaruPeople's

(9 )

qberation
Army with the peasant guerrilla squads led by the
Party as units of the p. L. A. He also gave a call for the formation of Peasant Revolutionary Committees as organs of political
power in areas freed of class enemies and their agents, Since
~ then the snatching of rifles and guns for arniing the PLA has
. become a kind of fes IvaI throughout West Bengal and p¢asants'
Revolutionary
Committees
are arising in' various areas. The
working class also is rising in militant battles and the best worker
cadres are fighting arms in hand and shoulder to shoulder with the
revolutionary peasants.
The revolutionary
youths and students
have exposed by their courageous struggles the utter rottenness of the
present_COlonial system of education, trampled underfoot the images
of imperialism's lackeys whom reactionaries and revisionists so
long adored as the people's heroes, and have thus raised the class
consciousness of the entire people.
.
Today India is on the eve of a great change:
a leap, a
qualitative change, is taking place. The new man whom India had
been awaiting for hundreds of years, the new man who, is thoroughly
unselfish and has conquered the fear of death and who alone can
be the architect of tbe great change, bas arisen out of the fire of
class struggle. The Party is going deeper and deeper among the
masses of poor and landless peasants and workers. The storm of
a great mass upheaval is about to break.

.()vercoming ceaseless revisionist challenges, tbat the Party can grow,
.develop and lead the Indian ,revolution to victory.
Only thus can
the revolutionary people of India. a contingent of the world-wide
revolutionary anti-imperialist front led by Chairman Mao and the
great Communist Party of China, sma'h all counter revolutionary
conspiracies of the two so-called superpoweIt and domestic reaction
in this sub continent and hasten their total collapse.
-May

.DEFEATING

IMPERIALISM,

KHRUS0!10V

REVISIONISM

AND ALL OTHER REAOTION REVOLUTION
EAST PAKISTAN

20. 1971

IN

MAROHES ON

Recently the U S. imperialists, the Soviet social-imperialists
-the Indian reactionaries gambled in East Pakistan and lost.

and

During this momentous year the Party led by Comrade Charu
Mazumdar had to wage a ceaseless battle against revisionism which
attacked the Party line both from within and without,
Treacherous

For some time the two so-called superpowers have been putting
great pressure on the Pakistani
ruling classes to join them in
encircling China and in serving the interests of tbeir counter-revoluiionary strategy in this part of Asia. Meeting with resistance on
ihe part of the Pakistani ruling classes, they co-ordinated
their
plans with the Indian
expansionists anl
tried
to dismember
'Pakistan and turn East Pakistan into a base of aggression against
China.

'reViSionist elements lurking within the Party tried to liquidate
he revolutionary armed struggle by insisting on the unity with
rich peasants, the need for self-defence and self-preservation etc.,
and by calling a haIt to militant struggles in urban areas. As the
history of the great Communist Party of China shows, the innerParty struggle will be a ceaseless one. New issues will appear and
revisionism will wear new masks at every phase and work hard
to cbange the class struggle into class capitulation
and thus
to sabotage the armed revolution.
It is only by adhering firmly
to Comrade Charu Mazumdar's revolutionary line, only by

Mujibur Rahman and his Awami League had been groomed by
ille U.S. imperialists and their accomplices to seize power from
within while the Indian. expansionists would do wbatever was
needed to carry out the imperialist plan from witbout.
Tak ing
his cue from the U.S. imperialists, Mujibur demanded "freedom"
Jor East Pakistan. and while he carried on negotiations with
President Yahya Khan, his men stirred up provincial riots and
butchered thousands
of non Bengalees.
When the negotiations
broke down, Mujibur, like Gandhi in 1942, quietly went to prison
·:asking his followers to "do or die".
Strangely enough, Bengali

( 10 )

,
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members of the East Bengal Regiment, tbe East Pakistan Rifles,
the police and the Ansa1's ( a fascist organization"
banded together
by the U.S. imperialists, became the chief contingents of what was
called a "liberation army".
The resistance offered by them to
General Yahya Khan's army was quite feeble, The Awami League
leaders wIlo had been intoxicated with hopes of a quick, easy
victory, fled to India as quickly as their legs could carry
them,
The Indian expansionists cast off all diplomatic pretence and.
interfered crudely, blatantly in Pakistan's internal affairs. They
massed several army divisions on the border with East Pakistan;
besides arms, they sent plaincloHles armymen across the border
to carry out sabotage and harassment.· Their press and radio,
including the "Free Bengal ( meaning East Bengal) Radio" improvised by them, spread day in and day out fantastic stories to rally
people in the sham ' liberation" struggle. The Indian journalists,
many of whom receive their inspiration from either the CIA or· the
Soviet social-imperialists, gleefully hailed the "revolution" as something without parallel in history.
This gamble was part of the intensified preparations for a new
world war. It has failed but" it has cost the lives of hundreds of
thousands of people and caused the misery and destitution
of
millions of others. Burning. looting and killing were resorted to
on a large scale by the Pakistani army as well as the landlords, the.
Muslim League and a rabid fascist organization called Jamiat-iIslami. This once again shows what ferocious enemies of mankind
are U S. imperialism. its accomplices and other reactionaries.
Though this attempt to turn East
aggression against China and the world's
the U.S. imperialists are trying to use the
dependence as a kind of lever to force
them. Protracted negotiations are going
the U.S. imperialists
ever may be result
East Pakistan and tie
acted as a boomerang

Pakistan into a base of
people has not suc.ceeded,
Pakistani rulers' economiC'
a political settlement on
on in Washington between

and General Yahya Khan's men. But what·
of those negotiations, the plan to "liberate'"
it to the U,S.-Soviet war-chariot has already
on all enemies of the people-foreign
and
( 12 )

domestic.
Under the leadership of tbe Communist Party of East
Pakistan (Marxist-Leninist) armed peasant struggle is forgilOlg ahead
in many districts:
several areas in Khulna. Jessore, Noakhali and
,I other districts have been freed of class enemies and their agents;
large quantities of fire-arms and ammunition have been seized and
units of the People's Liber.ation Army in East Pakistan have been
formed;
people's revolutionary committees have been established
.as organs of people's power and the land of the feudal class has
been confiscated and is being distributed among the poor and land.
less peasants; people's courts ar~ punishing the enemies of the
people. It is the dawn of a great new era
The continued refusal of the Pakistani rulers to join tbe so-called
superpowers and the Indian expansionists in forming a ring round
China, their friendly relations with China, their just struggle to
foil U.S.-Soviet conspiracies and to defeat the Indian expansionists'
intervention and interference, and China's support to their just
struggle- all these have raised a number of questions.
What has
led the Pakistani rulers to oppose the U.S.-Soviet war strategy
direct(d against China?
And what is the nature and extent of
that opposition?
Does this prove that Pakistan is no longer a
semi-colonial,
semi-"eudal country but an independent
country
ruled by the national bourgeoisie which is anti-imperialist and revolutionary r And how can the Party best fight the anti-China warplots in this sub-continent? . To find out auswers to these questions
1we should try to get rid of subjectivism and make a concrete
. Yanalysis of. con~rete. condit~ons, whi.c~, according to Lenin, is ' the
~most essentIal thlDg III MarXIsm, the hVlDg soul of Marxism".
Throughout the 1950's Pakistan pursued a policy hostile to
China, a policy dictated by the U. S. imperialists.
The Ayub
Governmenrs policy towards the end of the fifties and even later
was one of increasing dependence on the U.S.~. and President
Ayub's joint defence offer to India was viewed by China as "sowing
discord in the relations between China and India."
(People's Daily,
July 23, 1959, quoted by Neville Maxwell in "India's China War",
p.274-2nd
Jaico impression).
People's Daily of July 23, 1959,
wrote:
"The Pakistani ruling clique has been playing a vieious.
13

-1
Tole and adopting an extremely unfriendly

attitude towards China."
It warned:
"The Pakistani Government should pull up the horse
before the precipice, reverse its bostile stand towards the Chinese
people and return to the road laid down by tbe Bandung resolutions
and the road of Sino-Pakistani friendsbip." (Ibid)
In a few years tbe same Ayub Government did reverse its hostile
stand towards the Cbinese people. Why? It was not newly-awakeneq
love for Socialist China or for the Bandung principles but fear of
the Indian expansionists that goaded the Pakistani ruling clique to
change its 'vicious role" and seek China's friendship
It is tbe
basic contradiction
between the Indian compradors and
tbe
Pakistani
compradors that had been utitized by tbeir common
masters-tbe
British imperialists, had become the ,cause of frightful
massacres of mi,llions )f people and the uprooting of many more
millions in 1946-47 and led to tbe emergence of Pakistan.
Since
tben, this contradiction,
far from being resolved, bas grown more
and more acute and led to widespread riots against tbe minority
communities in both India and Pakistan and, at least, thrice to open
-armed conflicts between the two countries. Even after 0ctober 1962,
wben tbe Indian reactionaries, egged on by tbe Soviet revisionist
renegades and tbe U.S. imperialists, attacked the Tibet region
of China ~ series of conferences between the- Nebru Government
and the Ayub Government were held to resolve this contradiction.
But tbis ~ttempt failed to achieve the end so much desired by
-U.S. imperialism-the
unity of the reactionary ruling classes of the
two countries that would serve the U. S. imperialists' counter.revolutionary global strategy. It was in 1959. that Kennedy, Khruschov
and Nehru came to an agreement and the two so-called superpowers
came to rely on the Indian reactionaries for carrying out their
counter-revolutionary strategy in this part of Asia. In the U.S.Soviet scheme of aggression against Cbina,
India with ber mucb
larger population and richer material resources tban Pakistan, was
assigned tbe major role. Since 1959, tbe Indian reactionaries have
been playing tbis role quite faithfully. The Pakistani compradors were
-afraid that tbey would be signing their death warrant if they surren.dered to the U.S.-Soviet demand, whi<:b meant surrender to the

Indian expansionists on tbe terms offered by the latter. This gnawing_
fear of the Indian reactionaries,
tbis fight for survival, is the
internal factor-the
decisive factor - tbat urged the Pakistani ruling
classes to seek the friendship. support and belp of Socialist
Cbina,
.
What 'is the nature of the opposition offered by the Pakistani'
rulers to the U. S -Soviet plans of aggression against China?
Certain facts may be illuminating.
Pakistan still continues to be
a member of the U.S.-organized and U.S.-led military alliancesSEATO and CENTO, though she has refused to yield to the U.S.
demand tbat sbe sbould despatch troops to die in South Viet Nam.
On this issue she is iIi good company, for Britain and France also,
though members of the SEATO, refused to comply witb the U.S.
demand. Pakistan also saw to it that a U.S. observation base in
West Pakistan was removed. On the other hand, Pakistan maintains close ties with the reactionary governments of the Middle
East and lent troops to the U.S. stooge, King Hussein of Jordan,
to wage war against the Palestinian liberation fighters. It should
be noted that in the ju st struggle agdinst Mujbur and the Indian
expansionists Pakistan enjoye~ tbe full support of all the stooges of
imperialism in the Middle East and elsewhere.,
pakistan's economy is dependent on "aid" from and unequal
trade with imperialist and revisionist countries.
The following
table, based on a chart published in the Statesman of May 9: 1971,
will give some idea of the extent of the dominatlon of Pakistan's
economy by imperialist powers.
In this table, only tbe main
sources of "aid" bave been mentioned:
Foreign Economic Assistance upto December 1969
Rs. million
China:
510'9
Australia:
193'0
Canada :
1651'5
Czecbosiovakia:
257'9
U. K, :
1754'6
U. S. A.
12,683'1
U. S. S. R. :
567'8

France:
W. Germany:
. Italy :
Japan:
Yugoslavia:
I. B. R. D. :
I. D, A. :
,( 15 )
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Rs. million
539'9
1974'2
440' 3
1432'5
529'1
2917'8
1801'2

The above fully exposes the semi-colonial nature of Pakistan's
economy. It should not be forgotten that "aid" is an instrument
of the imperialist
powers for carrying
out
their foreign
policy.
The contradiction with the Indian expansionists, that does not
allow the Pakistani ruling classes to join them in implementing the
U.S.-Soviet global strategy, is helpful to China and the world
revolution but not quite pleasing to the two "superpowers".
In
1965 and, again, in 1968.9, they-and
not any imaginary "national
bourgeoisie" nor the anti-imperialist people of Pakistan-tried
to
remove President Ayub. In September 1965 it was a two-pronged
attack on Ayub and his policy:
a coup d'etat by top-ranking
military' officers of Pakistan was planned by the CIA when the
Indian expansionists taking their cue from the U.S. imperialists
invaded Pakistan.
Then. too, China came out in open support of
Pakistan.
The U.S. conspiracy was defeated; but, in collusion
with the U,S. imperialists, the Soviet social-imperialists managed
to drag the Indian Prime Minister Shastri and t~e Pakistani
President Ayub to a conference at Taskhent to forge unity between
the Indian reactionaries and the Pakistilni ruling classes -a unity
the edge of which would be directed against China and the world's
people. The Tashkent conference was a joint manoeuvre of the
Soviet social-imperialists and the U. S. 'imperialists-a
manoeuvre
strongly denounced by China and extolled by all revisionists - both
of the Oange and. of the Namboodiripad-Ranadive
variety in this
country,
Those revisionist curs and swine are being echoed today
by new-type revisionism which, while paying lip service to Chairman
Mao's Thought, depicts the Taskhent Agreement, the outcome of
the conference, as a victory of the "national bourgeoisie" and the
anti-imperialist people of Pakistan!
But the AgJ;'eement, imposed
by the two superpowers, soon became a mere scrap of paper as the
basic contradiction between the Pakistani ruling classes and the
Indian expansionists remained unresolved.
In 1968-'9 the U. S. imperialists and the Soviet social-imperialists, taking advantage of the widespread mass discontent against
the Pakistani

ruli.g

classes, mana~ed
( 16)

to remove Ayub.
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Long Live the Victory
of the Dictatorship of
the Proletariat!'
In commemoration of the centenary of the
Paris Commune
bY' the

Editorial
Hongqi

Departments

of Renmin

and Jiefangjun

Ribao,

Bao

J. The Principles of the Paris Commune

Are Eternal
March J 8 this year mad s the centenary of the Pa' C
.
fIS ommune,
FU~1of profound. feellllgs of proletarian
internationalism,
the
Chllles~ CommullIsts and the Chinese people under thl! teaching
of their great leader Chairman Mao warmly celebrate th'
"f
.
IS great
eshval ~f the proletariat":t
together with the proletariat and
the revolutIOnary people throughout the world.
One hundred years ago the proletariat and the broad maS:ie:i
of the people of Paris in France staged a heroic armed uprising
an~ fou~ded the ~aris Commune.
This was the first proletarian
regime .m the hIstory of manking, the first great attempt of the
pr~letafIat to overthrow the bourgeoisie and establish the dictatorship of the proletariat.
"
The Paris Commune abolished tbe army and police of the reae_honary. bourgeois go~ernment and replaced them with the armed
\ people, the gun was III the hands of the working class.
Th.e Paris Commune broke tbe bourgeois bureaucratic apparatus
enslavlllg the people, founded the, working class's Own government,
( 17 ),

adopted a series of policies to safeguar~ the interests of th~ worki~g
people and organized the masses to take an active part m runlling
tbe state.
In the fight to found and defend the proletarian regime; the
aeroes' of the Paris Commune displayed extraordinary revolu~ionary
illi1ia~iYe, soaring revolutionary enthusiasm
and self-sacrificing
aelioism, winning the admiration of the revolutionary people generation after generation.
Although the Paris Commune failed as a result of the ~ilita~y
ClDilallghtand bloody suppression carried out by butcher Thlers III
league with Bismarck, its historical contributions are indelible. As
Marx said:
The glorious movement of March 18 was "the dawn
of the

great

social

revolution

which

will liberate

mankind

from the regime of classes for ever."~
While the battle was raging in a Paris darkened by the smoke
of gunfir~, Marx declared: "But even if the Commune is crushed,

I

the struggle will only be postponed.
The principles of the
Commune are eternal and cannot be destroyed;
they will
declare

themselves

achieves

its liberation."3

again and again until

the

working

class

What are the revolutionary principles that Marx and Engels,
the great teachers of the proletariat, summed up on the basis of the
practice of tbe Paris Commune?
In

a word. "the

working

class

cannot

simply lay hold of

tile J.:eady-made sta,te machinery,
and wield it for its own
.. purposes." 4. The proletariat must use revolutionary violence to
{ "break" and "smash" 6' the old state machinery and carry out the

J

dictatorship

of the proletariat.

0

'In expounding this principle, Marx stressed:
The first premise
J of the dictatorship of the proletariat "is an army of the proletariat.
The working class must win the right to its emanci-.
pation on the battlefield."7
Only by relying on revolutionary
armed force can the' proletariat overthrow the rule of reactionary
4OlolSieS
and go on to fulfil its whole historical mission.
Marx al60 iaid:

The- state of the dictatorship of the proletal'iat
( 18 )

will "be a working, not a parliamenial'y,
legislative at the same time."B

body,

executive

and

As Lenin said:
"One of the most remarkable
and most
important
ideas of Marxism on the subject of the state" is
"the idea of the 'dictatorship
of the proletariat'
(as Marx and
ngels began to call it after the Paris Commune'." 9 To
persist in revolutionary violence' to smash the bourgeois state
machine and establish the dictatorship of the prol·tariat or to
maintain the bourgeois state machine and oppose the dictatorship
of the proletariat-this
has been the focus of repeated struggles
between Marxism on the one hand and r'evisionism, reformism,
anarchism and all kinds ef bourgeois and petty-bourgeois ideology
on the other, the focus of repeated struggles between the two lines
in the international communist movement for the past hundred
years. It is precisely on this fundamental question of the dictatorship
of the proletariat that all revisionism, from the revisionism of the
Second International to modern revisionism
with the Soviet
revisionist renegade clique as its centre, has completely betrayed
Marxism.
A century's history has proved to the full that the Marxist
;tJ:1eory of the preletarian revolution and the dictatorship of the '
.proletariat is invincible.
~
Forty-six years after the Paris Commune uprising, .• the proletariat
.of Russia led by the great Lenin, won victory in the Ootober
.Socialist Revolution threugh armed uprising, opening up a new
world era of proletarian dictatorship.
Lenin said:
On the path of
. breaking the old state machine, the Paris Commune "took the first
'world-historical
second. "10

step

The

Soviet

Government

took

the.

Seventy-eight years after the Paris Commune uprising, the
·Chinese people, led by the great leader Chairman Mao, won
victory in - the revolution. Chairman Mao blazed a trail, in
establishing rural base areas, encircling the cities from. the
countryside and finally taking the cities. He led the Chinese people
through protracted revolutionary wars in overthrowing the reac( 19 )

',1

tionary mle of imperialism, feudalism and bureaucrat-capitalism,
in.
breaki'ng the old state machine and bringing -about in China the
people's democratic dictatorshi.p. that is, the dictatorship. of the
roletariat.
Since then Chairman Mao has been leadmg the
~hinese people in continuing the revoluti,on under the dictatorship
of the proletariat and advancing triumphantly along the socialist

:modern revisionism with the Soviet revisionist renegade clique as
its centre, adhere to tbe Marxist·Leninist
revolutionary line, and
lInite with the people of the world to win still greater victories.

11. It Is of the Utmost Importance for the
Revolutionary People To Take

road.
Fighting bravely, advancing wave upon wave and supporting
and encouraging each other in the past centPTV. the proletariat, theoppressed people and oppressed nations of lh~ world have been premoting the socialist revolution and the national democratic revolution and have won most brilliant victories.
As Comrade Mao
Tsetung points out:
"This is the historic epoch in which world
capitalism and imperialism are going down to their doom and
world socialism
and people's
democracy
are marching
to
victory." 11 The cause of the Paris Com,mune is spreading far ana
wide at a higher stage in the new historical conditions
The world
has undergone an earth-shaking change.
In commemorating tbe tenth anniversary of the Paris Commune,
Marx and Engels, with jubilant
revolutionary feeling, told the
European working class: "Thus the Commune which the powers
of the old world believed to be exterminated,
lives stronger
than ever, and thus we may join you in the CI'Y:
Vive la
Commune !" 1 2 Today, the flames of the revolutionary torch raised
by the Paris Commune are ablaze throughout the world, and the
days of imperialism,
social-imperialism
and all reaction are
numbered, In celebrating the centenary of the Paris Commune at
such a time. the Marxist-Leninists,
the proletariat and the revolutionary people the world over have all tbe more reason to shout
with unbounded confidence:
Long live the Commune!
Long
live the victory of the proletarian revolution and the dictatorship
of tht! proletariat !
In commemorating the Paris Commune, we sbould study the
Marxist-Leninist tbeory of tbe proletarian revolution and the dicta- .
torship of the proletariat, learn from historical expe.rience, criticize( 20 )

Hold of the Gun
The historical experience of the Paris Commune has fully
,demonstrated that taking hold of revolutionary arms is of the utmost
im~ortance to the proletarian revolution and the dictatorship of.
the proletariat.
Explaining the experience of the Paris Commune, Lenin referred
to Engels' important. thesis that the worker~ emerged with arms
from every revolution in France and that, therefore,the disarming
of the workers was the first commandment for the bourgeois, who
'were at the helm of the state. On this conclusion of Engels', Lenin
commented ~ "The essence

of the matter-also,

the question of the state (has the oppressed
l'emarkably well grasped." 13

by the way,

ClCbSSCbrms ?)-is

on

here

The Paris Commune was born in the fierce struggre between
.;armed revolution and armed counter~:ev01ution.
The '72 days
of the Paris Commune were 72 d IYs of armed uprising, armed
\ s!ruggle and armed defen<;.e. the very fact that the proletariat of
Paris had taken hold of the gun struck the greatest terror
into the hearts of the bourgeois reactionaries.
And a fatal
.error of the Paris Commune lay precisely in the fact that it showed
excessive magnanimity towards counter· revolution and did not march
on Versailles immediately, thus giving Thiers a breathing space to
muster his reactionary forces for an onslaught on revolutionary Paris.
As Engels said : "Would the Paris Commune
have lasted
a
single

day if it had

not

made

use

of this authority

of the

armed people against
the bourgeois?
Should we not, on the
-contrary, reproach it for not having used itfreelyenough
?" l4
( 21 )

I
Comrade Mao Tsetung has concisely summed up the tremendous'
importance of armed struggle and the people's army and advanced
the celebrated thesis "Political
power grows out of the barrel
of a gun." H He points out: "According to the Marxist theory
of the state, the army is the chief component of state power.
Whoever wants to seize and retain state power must have a
strong army."16

t '

Violent rev~lution !s, the universal principle of prolet~rian ~evolu~ tion. A Marxlst-Lemmst
party must adhere to this umversal
principle and apply it to the concrete practice of its own country.
Historical experience shows that the seizure of political power by
the proletariat and the oppressed people of a country and the seizure
of victory in their revolution are accomplished invariably by the
power of the gun ; they are accomplished under the leadership of a
proletarian party, by acting in accordance with that country's
s~cific conditions, -,;ygradually
building ,up the people's armed
forces and fighting a people's war on the basis of arousing tbe broad'
'masses to action, and by waging repeated struggles against the
imperialists and reactionaries.
This is true of tbe Russian revolution, the Chinese revolution, and the revolutions of Albania, Viet
Nam, Korea and other countries, and there is no exception.
On the other hand, a proletarian party suffers setbacks in the'
revolution if it fails to go in for or gives up revohltionary armed.
force, and ther~ have been serious lessons: Some parties failed totake hold of tbe gun and were helpless in the face of sudden attacks,
by imperialism and its lackeys' and of counter-revolutionary suppression, and as a result millions of revolutionary people were
massacred. In some cases' where the revolutionary people had
already taken up arms and their armed forces had grown consider-·
ably, certain parties handed over the people's a,rmed forces and.
forfeited the fruits of the rel'olution because they sought official
posts in bourgeois governments or were duped by the reactionaries.
In the past decades, many Communist Parties have participated
in elections and parliaments, but none has set up a dictatorship of
the proletariat by such means. Even if a Communist Party should
win a majority in parliament or participate in the government, tbis.

would not mean any change in the cbaracter of bourgeois political
power, still less the smashing of the old state machine.
The reactionary ruling classes can proclaim the election null and void, dissolve
the parliament or directly use violence to kick out the Communi"t
Party. If a proletarian party does no mass work, rejects armed
struggle and makes a fetish of parliamentary election", it will only
lull the masses and corrupt itself. The bourgeoisie bUYIl over a
Communist Party through parliamentary elections and tums it into
a revisionist party, a party of the bourgeoisie-are
such cases rare in
history ?
The proletariat must use the gun to seize political power ana
must use the gun to defend it. ·The people's army under the leadet'ship of a Marxist-Leninist
party is the bulwark of the dictatoNhil'
of the proletariat

and among the various factor" for pren:ll.ting the

restoration of capitalism it is the main one. Having a people's
army armed with the Marxist-Leninist
ideology, the proletariat ca.
deal with any complicated situation in the domestic or intematiOllal
class struggle and safeguard the proletarian state.
The contemporary liberation movement of the oppressed Blltions
is an important component part and a great ally of the proletariu
world revolution.
The national democratic revolutioll and tlte
socialist revolution are related to each other and at the same time
distinct 'from each ?ther ; they represent two different stages ani
are different in character.
However, to win complete victory in
the national democratic revolution, it is likewise necessary to get
prepared for a trial of armed strength with the imperialists and
reactionaries.
For the oppressed nations, it is likewise most important to take hold of the gun.
Since World War II, imperialism, colonialism and neo-colonialism headed by the United States have incessantly launched wars ·of
aggression and !.l?~orted ever more frequently to such mea&s
as military
intervention, armed subversion and invask!~
~
troops to suppress the countries and people that are
fighting for or have already gained independence.
Incomplete
statistics LJOW that U.S. imperialism has engineered and launched
armed intervention and armed aggression on more than 50 occasions

( 22 )
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in the past 25 years. As for U,S.-engineered armed svbversion,
examples are too numerous to be counted.
Therefore, in order to
win liberation and safeguard their. national independence and state
sovereignty and effectively combat aggression and subversion by
imperialism and its lackeys all the oppressed nations must have their
own anti-imperialist
armed forces and be prepared at all times to
counter wars of aggression with revolutionary wars. The war against
U.S. aggression and for national salvation waged by the people of
the three countries of Viet Nam, Laos and Cambodia has set a
'brilliant example to the oppressed nations and people all over the
world. The struggles against aggression and subver.ion waged by
the people of many other countries and regions in Asia, Africa and
Latin America have likewise provided valuable experience.
In his solemn statement "People
of the world, Unite and
Defeat the U.S. Aggressors
and All Their Running Dogs !",
Chairman Mao points out ~ "A weak nation can defeat a sil'ong,
a small nation can defeat a big. The people of a small country
can certainly defeat aggression by a big country, if only they
dare / to rise in struggle,
dare to take up arms and grasp in
their own hands the destiny of their country.
This is a law
of history." 17
As Comrade Lin Piao says, "people's war is the most effective
l!'eapon against U.S. imperialism and its lackeys."18.The proletariat
n~ the oppressed people and nations the world over will all change
from. being unarmed and unskilled in warfare to taking up arms and
being skilled in warfare. U.S. imperialism and all its lackeys will
eventually be burned to ashes in the fiery flames of the people's war
they themselves have kindled.

f

III.

Revolution is the Cause of the Masses in
Their Millions

The historical experience of the Paris Commune tells us tbat to
be victorious in the proletarian revalution and the dictatorship of
tne proletariat it is imperative to rely on the revolutionary enthu( 24 )

siasm of the masses in their millions and give full play to their
great power as the makers of history. Lenin said: "The autocracy
eannot

be abolished

eonscious
readiness

without

the revolutional'y

action

of class-

millions, without a gl'eat surge of mass heroisll!z
and ability on their part to 'storm he-;'ven', as M~rx

put it when speaking
tCommune.,,19

of the Paris

workers

at the

time of the

Marx, the great teacher of the proletariat, highly valued the
revolutionary initiative of the masses of the people and set us a
brilliant example of the correct attitude to adopt towards the revolutionary mass movement.
In the autumn of 1870, prior to the founding of the Paris
Commune, Marx pointed out that the conditions were not ripe fQr
an uprising by the French workers.
But when the proletariat of
Paris did rise in revolt with heaven-storming revolutionary heorism
in March 1871, Marx, regarding himself as a participant. promptly
and firmly supported and helped this proletarian revolution. Although
'he perceived the mistakes of the Commune and foresaw its defeat
Marx considered the revolution the most glorious exploit of th~
French working class. For he regarded this movement "as a
historic

experience

of enormous

importance,

as a

certain

/ advance
of the world proletarian
revolution,
as a practical
step that was more important
than hundreds of programmes
and arguments."~o
In a letter to L Kugelmann at that time,
Marx ~xpressed his fervent praise: "What
elasticity, what historical initiative,
what
a cap'acity
for sacrifice
in these
Parisians!"
"History has no like example of like greatness I"~ ~I
Lenin saw in this letter a gulf between the proletarian revolutionaries
and the opportunists and hoped that it would be "hung in the
home ...
of every literate Russian worker." 2.'1..
.
Contrary to the Marxists, all the opportunists and old and new
revisionists oppose the proletarian revolution and the dictatorship
of the proletariat and they inevitably have a mortal fear of and bitter
hatred for the masses, and they deride, curse and sabotaoe
the
1:>
revolutionary mass movement.
When the Ru'sian armed uprising
-of December 1905 failed, Plekhanov stood aloof and accused the
( 25 )

masses, saying:
"They should not bave taken to arms."
Lenin
indignantly criticized Plekhanov's aristocratic attitude towards the
revolutionary mass movement and denounced him as an infamoull
Russian renegade from Marxism
Lenin pointed out that without
the "general rehearsal" of 1905) victory in the October Revolution
in 1917 would have been impossible.
In 1959, when our great teacher Chairman Mao denounced
J the Peng Teh-huai Right-opportunist anti-Party clique for slandering
and opposing the revolutionary mass movement, he sharply told
these aI).ti-Marxist renegades:

I

Oceania .The workers, students, black people and other minority
peoples in the United States are daily awakening and rising in a
revolutionary storm against the reactionary rule of the Nixon government and its policy of aggression. In Latin America, the "backyard"
of U.S. imperialism the long-suppressed anti-U S. fury in the hearts
of the people has now burst forth, and a new situation has emerged
c?aracterized l'y joint struggle for the defence of their national
interests and state sovereignty.
The revolutionary struggle of the
people in certam East European countries against social-imperialislI1
is in the ascendant.
The spring thunder of revolution is sounding
even in hitherto relatively quiescent
areas. Reacting
on and
encouraging each other, these struggles bave merged into the power- .
ful torrent of the world people's revolutionary movement.

"Please look and see how Marx and Lenin commented
on
the Paris Commune, and Lenin on the Russian revolutioR I"~
"Do you see how Lenin criticized the renegade PlekhanoT
and
those'bourgeois
gentlemen and their hangers-on',
'the curs and
swine of the moribund bourgeoisie and of the petty-bourgeoi»
democrats who trail behind them'?
If not, will you please
3
have a look ?,,2 Chairman
Mao used thill hilltorical, eJ:perience
as a profound lesson to educate the whole Party and urged our party
members and cadres to follow the example of Marx and Lenin and
take a correct attitude to\¥ards the revolutionary mass movement.
"Revolution is the main trend in the world today."24
AU
round the globe. the people are thundering:
Down with the U.S.
aggressors and all their running dogs!
The strategic rear areas of
imperialism have become front lines in the anti- imperialist struggle.
The victorious development of the war of the three peoples of
Indochina against U. S. aggressIOn and for nationalilalvation has
pushed the worldwide anti-U.S. struggle to' a ne"
high, The
struggle agai st the doctrine of the hegemony of the two super-.
powerll is gaining momentum.
The national liberation movement
in Asia and Africa is shooting forward as violently 8ll a raging fire.
The Hrugglc of the people. of Korea, Japan and other Aiian
countries against the revival of Japanese militarism by the U.S. and.
Japanese reactionaries is daily surging ahead. The Palestinian and
other Arab people are continuing their advance in the fight againllt
the U.S.-Israeli aggressors.
Revolutionary maSIl movcment~ OR an
unprecedented llcale have broken out in North America, Europe and
( 26 )

In the face of the present great revolutionary movement, every
revolutionary party and every revolutionary will have to make a
choice. To march at the head of the masses and lead them?
To
trail behind them, gesticulating and criticizing?
Or to stand ill.
their way and oppose them?
Genuine Marxist-Leninist parties and
all revolutionaries must warmly support the revolutionary actions
of the masses, firmly march at the head of the mass movement and
lead the masses forward.
The political parties of the proletariat

and all revolutionaries-

D(-"OUght to face the world and brave the storm, the great world
of mass struggle and the mighty storm of mass struggle. 2 5
They must share weal and woe with the masses, modestly learn
from them, be their willing pupils, be good at discovering their'
revolutio~ary initiative and draw wisdom and strength from them.
onlYby plunging into the mighty storm of the mallS movement can a
political party of the proletariat temper itself and gro" in maturity.
And only through the practice of the masses in class struggle can a
correct programme or line be formulated, develop:d, tested and·
carried out.

1

l
I

The mainstream of the revolutionary mass movement is always
good and lllwaYIl conforms to the development of llociety. In the
mass movement various trends of thought exert their influence,

various factions emerge and various k ilids of people take part. This
is only natural.
Nothing on earth is absolutely pure. Through
their practice in struggle and repeated comparison. the broad ma~ses
of the people will eventually distinguish between what is correct
and what is erroneous ; they will eventually cast aside revisionism
and all that is erroneous and accept and grasp the revolutionary
" truth of Marxism-Leninism.
A proletarian party must go deep
-'\among the masses and work patiently, painstakingly and for a long
~time, so as constantly to raise. their political consciousness and lead
the mass movement forward along the correct road.

I

The question of first importance for the revolution
is to
distinguish between enemies and frienoo, to unite with our real
friendsand attack our real enemies. The development of the
revolutionary mass movement calls for the constant strengthening
of unity within the revolutionary forces and the smashing of the
plot~ to split and sabotage hatched by the. imperialists, revisionists
and reactionaries.
The people, who constItute over 90 per cent
of the population-the
workers, peasants, students and all those
who refuse' to be oppressed by imperialism- invariably want to
make revolution.
In order to defeat U.S. imperialism and all its
running dogs it is imperative to form a broad united front, unite
with all forces that can be united, the enemy excepted, and carry
ou t arduous struggle.

[I

Comrade Mao Tsetung points out:
"Direct
revolutionary
masses is a basic principle

1 Party."
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We must rely on the masses

and

reliance
on the
of the Communist
launch

mass move-

'ments when we fight for political power. We must likewise rely
on the masses, launch mass movements and adhere to the mass line
in all our work when we eng,age in the socialist revolut ion and
socialist construction after the establishment of the dictatorship
of the proletariat.
"As long as we rely on the people, believe
firmly in the inexhaustible
creative power of the masses and
hence h'ust and identify ourselves with them, no enemy can
crush us while we can crush every enemy and overcome
difficulty." 2 7

every

IV.

It Is Essential to Have a Genuine
Marxist-l eninist Party

f

In summing up the experience of tbe Paris Commune, Marx
ar;d Engels explicitly stated:
"In its struggle
against the
collective

power of the propertied

c asses,

the
.,.....

working

class

act as a class except by constituting
J~!. in~
political party, distinct
from, and opposed to all old parties
formed by the propertied
classes.!' ~8 This"a condition indispensable to seizing victory in the proletarian revolution, establishing
and consolidating the dictatorship of the proh:tal iat, and realizing
the ultimate goal of abolishing classes.
The fundamental cause of the failure of the Paris Commune was
that, owing to the historical conditions, Marxism had not yet
achieved a dominant po_ition in the workers' movement and a
proletarian revolutionary par.ty with MarSism as its guiding thought
had not yet come into being. On the other hand, Blanquism an4
Proudhonism which were then dominant in the Paris Commune
could not possibly lead the proletarian revolution to victory,
Historical experience shows that where a \ ery. favourable
revolutionary situation and revolutionary enthusiasm on the part of
the masses exist, it is still necessary to have a, strong core of
leadership of the prole~ariat, that is, "a revolutionary
party
.
built on the Marxist-Leninist
revolutionary
theory and in the
Marxist-Leninist
revolutionary
style.-'2!l
Only such a party
can lead the proletariat and the broad masses in defeating imperia.
lism and i~ running dogs and winning victory in· the revolution.
A revolutionary situation appeared in many countries at the
time of World War I. However, since almost all the political
parties of the Second International had degenerated into revisionist,
social-chauvinist
parties, it was out of the question for them to
lead the proletariat in seizing political power. Only in Russia,
under the leadership of the Bolshevik Party founded by Lenin, was
the Great October Socialist Revolution crowned witb success.

cannot
.,-
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During and after World War II, the revolution triumphed in
China thanks to the leadership of the Communist Party of China
with Chairman Mao as its leader; in some other countries, also
under the leadership of Marxist-Leninist parties, the revolution was
victorious or protracted revolutionary struggles were persevered in.
-But in certain countries,
the revolution
failed because the
'npportunist, revisionist line had got tbe upper hand in tbe parties.
For world revolution tbe situa tion today is better than ever before.

"', A proletarian
party should, in accordance with the basic
principles of Marxism-Leninism,
use tbe Marxist- ~ninist stand,
viewpoints and metbods to carry out deep-going investigations and
~tudy of the class relations in society, make concrete analyses of tbe
present conditions and tbe history of its own country and the
characteristics of tbe revolution in that country, and solve the
theoretical and practical problems of the revolution' ~e..Qendently.

t

t.)~
~
li Iff""
.l

't7

'lJl~objective situation urgently deman~~g

Marxist-Leninist
o4L-

parties,..,. and
the
buildipg
~
_~

t is necessary to learn from i'flternational experience, which, however,
should not be copied mechanically;
a proletarian party should
creatively develop its own experience in the light of the realities of
its own country,
only th~s can it guide the revolution to victory
and contribute to the cause of the proletarian world revolution.

le~der~hip by genuine
of proletarian revolu

!i0nary part~,
which completely break~ with the revisionist line,
,:hich are consolidated ideologically. politica1!Y. and orgflDizational1y
and which have a broad mass character.
"To
be able to lead the revolution, it is of fundamental importance
for a proletarian party to take Marxism-Leninism
as its guiding
thought, integrate the universal truth of Marxism-Leninism with
the concrete practice of the revolution in its own country, and
formulate and implement a correct liny, suited to the conditionspf

I

't
(

~t cou~.!;y. With a correct line, a weak force can grow strong,
armed forces can be built up from scratch, and political power can
(be attained.
With an erroneous line, the revolution will suffer
setbacks an~ the gains already won will be forfeited.
In leading the Chinese people's revolution through protracted
·struggles, Comrade Mao Tsetung repeatedly pointed out:
"As soon
as it was linked with the concrete practice of the Chinese
revolution, the universal truth of Marxism-Leninism
gave an
entirely new complexion
to the Chinese revolution"30and
"it
has been the consistent ideological
principle
of our Party
closely integrate Marxist-Leninist
theory with the practice
the Chinese revolution." 31
Comrade Mao Tsetung
principle in bis important

to
of

further
expounded tbis fundamental
inscription written for Japanese worker

To keep on integrating theory with practice, a proletarian
party mnst maintain close ties with the masses, go deep among tbem
and adopt the method of leadership, "from the masses, to the
-masses,"33
so that tbe party's correct line and principles can
be translated into mass action. At the same time it should be good
at summing up experience and lessons, carry out criticism and
self-criticism, persist in doing what is right and correct what is wrong
illl the interests of the people, and find out the laws of developmimt tbrough practice in struggle and tben use them to guide the
practical struggle
Comrade

/
r

Mao Tse~ung

says ~

"Opposition

and'

struggle

between ideas of different kinds constantly
occur within the
Party ;. this' is a reflection within the Party of contradictions
between
classes
and
between
the new and the old in
society.,,34
To ensure tbat its political line is correct and its
organization
consolidated,
a proletarian ,party
must conduct
uncompromising struggles against opportunism and revisionism of
every description, against the ideologies of the bourgeoisie and all
{Jther exploiting classes

friends:
"The Japanese
revolution
will
undoubtedly
be
victorious,
provided
the universal truth of Marxism-Leninism
is really integrated
with the concrete practice of the Japanese
reTolution."·l2

The struggle between Marxism-Leninism
and revisionism, tbe
struggle between the two lines in the iutemational
communist
movement, is a protracted one. For more than a decade, tbe
Chinese Communist Party, the Albanian Party of Labour and ,all the
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genuine Marxist-leninists
of the world have to'gether waged a
resolute ideological, theoretical
and political struggle against
modem revisionism with Soviet revisionism as its centre and have
won great victories. But the struggle is by no means over. To
keep on promoting tbe proletarian world revolution, tbe MarxistLeninist parties and the revolutionary people in various countries
have an important task to fulfil, namely, to continue criticizin~
modern revisionism with Soviet revisionism as its centre and carry
this struggle through to the end.
The ideologies of tbe bourgeoisie and all other exploiting classes
have long domiuated society. The bourgeoisie invariably does its
utmost to iufluence, corrupt and "corrode" tbe Communist Party
ideologically by every means and through every channel, whether in
developed capitalist countries
or in economically
backward
countries; whether the status of the Communist Party is legal or
not; whether before the seizure of political power by the proletariat
or after the establishment of the dictatorship of the proletariat.
If
a proletarian party fails to wage resolute struggles against the inroads
of bourgeois ideology, it cannot possibly maintain its ideological,
political and organizational
independence and will turn into an
appendage of the bourgeoisie and its political parties.
The
proletarian party can bring its •fighting strength into play and
at!hieve victory in the proletarian revolution and the dictatorship of
the proletariat only by using Marxisrr..Leninism as its weapon of
criticism and sticking to class struggle in the realm of ideology to
defeat the .reactionary bourgeois world outlook with the proletarian.
world outlook.

v.

The Modern Revisionists Are Renegades
From the Revolutionary Principles
of the Paris Commune

At the f.ime when the proletariat and the revolutionary people
of the world are marking the grand centenary of the Paris Commune.
( 32 )

the Soviet revisionist renegade clique is putting on an act, talking
glibly about "loyalty to the principles of the Commune" 3 6and
making itself up as the successor to the Paris Commune.
It bas 'no
sense of shame at all.
What rigbt bave the Soviet revisionist renegades to talk about
tbe Paris Commune?
It is tbese renegades wbo bave usurped the
leadersbip of the Soviet party and state, and as a result the Soviet
state founded by Lenin and defended by Stalin bas cbanged its
political colour
It is they who have turned the dictatorship of
the proletariat into the dictatorsbip of tbe bourgeoisie and put
social-imperialism
and social-fascism into force.
Tbis is gross
betrayal of the revolutionary principles of the Paris Commune.
From Khrushchov to Breznev, all have tried to mask their
d¥etatorship
of the bourgeoisie as tbe "state of the wbole people".
Kbrusbcbov used to say' that tb~ Soviet Union bad been
"transformed ... _ into a state Of tbewbole people." 3 6 Now Brezhnev
and bis ilk say tbat tbeirs is a .'Soviet socialist state of the whole
people" 3 7 and that what they practise is "Soviet democracy.': All
this is bum bug.
The Soviet, a great creation of the Russian proletariat, embodied
the fact tbat the work ing people were masters in their own house,
and it was a glorious title.
However, the name "Soviet," like the
name "Communist Party," can be used by Bolsheviks or Mensheviks,
by Marxist-Leninists
or revisionists.
What is decisive is not the
name but the essence, not the
but the content.
In the Soviet
Union today, the name "Soviet" has not changed. nor has the name
of the state but the class content has changed completely. -With
its leadership usurped by the Soviet revisionist renegade clique, Ute
Soviet state is no longer an instrument with which the proletariat
suppresses the bourgeoisie, but has become a tool with which the
restore d bourgeoisie suppresses the proletariat.
The Soviet revisionist renegades have turned the soviet Union into a paradise for
~
a handful of bureaucrat-monopoly-capitalists
of a new type, a prison
for the millions of working people. This is the whole content of
what tbey call a "Soviet socialist state of the whole people" and
"Soviet democracy."
It is by no means the fact that "the state of

flo;.::

3

th8 whole people is a direct continuation of the state of the whote
peeplc iE a dir('('t cORtiRyatiea ef tbe state of th~ dictatorship of
the proletariat,"38 but rather that Brezhnev's line is a "direct
continuation"
of Khrushchov's line _ This is essentially why
8rezhnev and his like are clinging desperately to the slogan of the
"5tate of tbe whole people."
Their frenzied opposition to violent proletarian revolution is
another concentrated expression of tlae betrayal of the revolutionary
principles of the Paris Commune by the Soviet revisionist renegade
clique. Brezhllev and his company clamorously demand of "the
leaders of the proletariat to reduce violence to the minimum at
every stage of the struggle and employ milder forms of compulsion";
tbey bleat that "armed struggle and civil war are accompanied by
colossal sacrifices and sufferings on the part of the masses of the
people, by destruction of the productive
forces, and by the
aDJl.illilation of the best revolutionary cadres."
To find a pretext
for their fallacy of "peaceful transition,"
wantonly distort history, even preaching

this group of renegades
that the Paris commune·

wai "illitially" a. "almost completely bloodless revolution."39
The revolution of the Paris Commune was from beginning to end
a life-and-death .fight between the proletariat and the bourgeoisie, a
:;;trlilggleof violence between revolution and counter-revolution.
In
less than six lII.onthi before the Paris Commune uprising, the People
Qf Paris had staged tWQ armed uprisings, and both were bloodily
,,-by the reactionaries.
Ana in the battles following the uprising.
tens of thousands of workers and other working people laid down
their lives. How call this revolution be described as an "ioitially"
"almoit
completely bloodless revolution"?
Marx pointed ou t :
"workiug
celebrated

men's Paris, with its Commune, will be for ever
as the glorious harbinger
of a new society.
its

martyrs .are eashrined in the great heart of the working class.
Its exterminators
history has already
nailed to that eternal
pillory from which all the prayers of their priests will not
ayail to redeem them."-!o
The Soviet revisionist
renegade
clique has now come out into the open and is playing the part of
( 34 )

the priests say ing prayers for the exterminators.
This
monstrous insult to the martyrs of the Paris Commune !

is

a

.Th~ Soviet revisionist renegades try in a hundred and one ways
t~ JustIfy counter-revolutionary violence, but they Cllfse revolutionary
v ~lOlen~e. with clenched teeth
under the rule of violence
by
ImperIalIsm and the reactionaries,
the working people suffer
un~nding. pain and large numbers of them die every day, every hour.
It IS precIsely to put an end to this man-eating system so as to free
the poople from exploitation and enslavement that the oppressec
people carry out violent revolution.
But tbe Soviet revi5io.ist
renegades level so many criminal ch~rges against the revolutioury
armed forces and their revolutionary wars, making allegations about
the "sufferings of the people", the 'annihilation of cadres" and
"destruction of the productive forces," llnd so on and so forth.
Doesn't this logic of theirs mean that the first law under heavel'l
is for the imperialists and reactionaries to oppress and massacre th.
people, whereas it is a hellish crime for the revolutionary people to
take up arms and rise in resistance?
,
The Soviet revisionist renegades want the people of all countries
to reduce revoluti~nary .violence "to the minimum." but they themselv~s keep o~ mcreasmg counter-revolutionary
violence to the
maxI~ulll. IndIfferent to the life or death of Soviet people, Brezhnev
and ~IS gang are going all out for militarism and the arms race,
spend~ng m~re and more rubles on more and more planes, ~ns,
warshIps, guIded missiles and nuclear weapons. It is by means of this
monstrous apparatus of violellce that tbese new tsars oppress tbe
broad masses at home and maintain their colonial rule abroad
trying to bring a number of countries under their control. It i~
- ~bis ap.paratus of.violence that tbey are using as capital for bargainIng WIth US. Imperialism, pushing power politics and dividino
spheres of influence.
I>
The Soviet; revisionist
renegades want the revolutionary
people t~ employ "milder forms of compulsion" against counter.
revoloutlOn, while they themselves us~ the most savage and brutal
means to deal with the revolutionary people,
May we ask;
( 35 )

I

Is it a "milder" form when you send large numbers of armed
~roops and police to suppress the people of different nationalities
m your country 7

Is it a "milder" form when you station large numbers of troops
in some East European countries and the Mongolian People's
Republic to impose a tight control over them, and even carry
out the military
occupation
in Czechoslovakia, ··driving tanks
into Prague?
And is it a "milder" form when you engage in military expansion
everywhere and insidiously conduct all manner
of subversive
activities against other count~es ?
What the Soviet revisionist renegades have done fully shows
tbat they not only oppose violent revolution but use violence to
oppose revolution.
They put on benevolent airs, but actually they
are "the worst
clothing."41

enemies

of the workers

-wolves

in sheep's

And there is a Miyamoto revisionist clique in Japan, which, tOJ,
Zealously opposes violent revolution and the dictatorship of tbe
proletariaf and urges that it is "necessary to make every effGrt"42
t6 take the parliamentary road. Racking their brains, they allege
tItat according to the dictionary the word "violence" means "brute
force" or ('lawless force" and the people should not make such a
revolution 4 3 They also say that some people are "frightened"
lily the phrase_ the dictatorship of the proletariat-which
is a ··very
inappropriate"
translation, and it is necessary to "make a really
accurate truslatiQn"
in the fulure.~4
In order to maintain U.S.
i.perialist
and Japanese militarist violence and to oppose the
Japanese people making revolution, the Miyamoto clique even seeks
kelp fcom the dictionary,
falls back on semantics and juggles
witIt words.
How
modern
revisionism
has degenerated
ideologically!
Comrade Mao Tsetung points out:
"The socialist
system
will eveJltually
replace the capitalist
system;
this is an
objectiTe law independent
of man's will. "45 Khrushchov, the
arch-representative
of modern revisionism, bas long been swept
into the rubbish heap of history. Novotny and Gomulka, who
( 36 )

.followed Khrushchov's revisionist line, have also toppled in their
turn.
There can be no doubt that whoever runs counter to the
laws of history, betrays the revolutionary principles of the Paris
Commune and turns traitor to the proletarian,revolution
and the
ictatorship of the proletariat will come to no good end.

VI.

Persist in Continuing the Revolution Under
The Dictatorship of the Proletariat and
Strive for Still Greater Victories

Historical experience since the Paris Commune, and especially
since the October Revolution, shows that!pe capture of political
power by the proletariat is not the end but the beginning of tIte
wcialist revolution.
To consolidate the dictatorsItip of the prole•
rtariat and prevent the restoration of capitalism, it is necessary to
.carry the socialist revolution through to the end,
.
The world proletarian revolutionary movement bas gone through
twists and turns on its road forward.
When capitalism was being
restored in the homeland of the October Revolution, for a time it
seemed doubtful whether the revolutionary principles of the Paris
Commune, the October Revolution and the dictatorship of the
proletariat were still valid. The imperialists and reactionaries were
beside themselves with joy. They tbought:
Since the Soviet
Union bas changed through "peaceful
evolution,"
won't it be
possible to overtbrow the dictatorship of the proletariat in China
in the same way?
But, the salvoes of the Great Proletarian
Cultural Revolution initiated and led. by Chairman Mao himself
bave destroyed the bourgeois headquarters headed by the renegade,
hidden traitor and scab Liu Shao-cbi and exploded the imperialists'
and modern revisionists'
fond dream
of restcning capitalism
in China.
Chairman Mao has comprehensively summed up the positive
and negative aspects of the historical experience of the dictatorsItip
f the proletariat.
inherited,
defended and developed the Marxist( 37 )

Leninist theory of the proletarian revolution and the dictatorship
of the proletariat; advanced the great theory of continuiD.~ the
revolution under the dictatorship of the proletariat and solved, in
theory and practice, the most important question of our time - tRe
question of consolidating the dictatorship of the proletariat and
preventing the restoration of capitalism.
Thus he has made a great
new contribution to Marxism-Leninism and charted our course for
carrying the proletarian revolution triumphantly to the end. In
China's Great Proletarian
Cultural Revolution, Mao Tsetung
Thought and Chairman Mao's revolutionary line are being integrated
more and more deeply with the revolutionary practice of the people
in their hundreds of millions to become the greatest force in cenlOolidatingthe dictatorship of tbe proletariat.

•
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Socialist society covers a considerably long historical period.
l Throughout this period, there are still cIasses~ clasil contradictions and
class struggle. The struggle still focuses on the question of political
power. The defeated class will still strug&le; these people are still
~
i around ~nd this class still exists. They will invariably seek their
," agents within the Communist Party for the purpose of restoring
~
• capitalism. Therefore, the proletariat must not only guard against
enemies like "'Tliiersand Bismarck who overthrew the revolutionary
'political power by force of arms; it must in particular guard against
such careerists and schemers as Khrushchov and Brezhnev whit
usurped party and state leadership from within. In order to consolidate the dictatorship of the proletariat and prevent the restoration of capitalism, the proletariat must carry' out the socialist
.; revolution not only on the economic front, but also on the political
front and ideological and cultural front and exercise all-round dictatorship over the bourgeoi~ie in the superstructure, including all
spheres of culture. It is essential to enable the Party members, the
cadres and the masses to grasp the sharpest weapon, MarxismLeninism, and to distinguish between the correct and erroneous'
lines, between genuine and sham Marxism, and between materialism
and idealism, so as to ensure tbat our Party and state will always
advance along Chairman Mao's proletarian revolutionary line.

Chairman Mao says: "The final victory
of a s~cialist
eountry not only requires
the efforts of the proletariat and
the broad masses of the people at home, but also involves

the

victory of the world revolution
and the abolition of the
ystem of exploitation
of man by man over the whole globe,
UpOIlwhich all mankind will be emancipated."r,~
The revolu tionary mQvement of the proletariat is always international in dlaracter.
Therefore, the victory of the proletarian
revolution and the dictatorship of the proletariat calls for the reali
zation of the great slogans: "Working
men of all countri.es
unite !"O ud "Workers
lind oppressed nations of the world,
unite !" ~B The proletariat of the capitalist countries should
support the struggle for liberation of the colonial aud semi-colonial
peoples, the people of the colonies and semi-colonies should suppelrt
that of the proletariat of the capitalist countries, and the people
who have trillmpbed in their own revolution should help the people
who are still fightillg for liberation. This is the principle of proletarian internationalism.
The Chinese revolution is part of the world revolution. The revolutionary caUlleQf the Chinese people is closely bound up with ~hat
of the otber peoples of the world. We always regard the revolutionary struggles of the people of other countries as our own and as
helping the Chinese people. We shouItf learn from other revolutionary peoples, firmly support their struggles and fulfil our bounden
duty. We should carry forward the proletarian internationalist
spirit, further strengthen our militant unity with all genuine MarxistLeninist parties and organizations, and strengthen our militant
unity with the prolGtariat, the oppressed people and oppressed
nations of tlte world for the seizure of still greater victories.
A hundr.cd years a~o, Marx said of the Paris Commune:
"Wha.tever
its fa.te at Paris, it will make Ie tonT dn
monde."u This great prediction of Marx's is more and .ore
becomill' a glorious reality. Reviewing the past and looking into
tbe future life declare with iDCfeasingconviction: The final destruction of imperialism, m~dem revisionism and all reaction is inevitable,

( 38 )
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and so is the complete emancipation

of the proletariat,

the oppressed'

people and the oppressed nations !
The Internationale written by Eugene Pottier, the poet of the
Paris Commune, is today reverberating through the world. "No
more tradition's chain shall bind us." "We shaIl be all.'' "Let each
stand in his place; The Internationale
shall be the human race !"
Let the imperialists, social-imperialists and all reactionaries tremble
ill the great
storm of the world people's
revolution!
"Tile

proletarians have nothing to lose but their chains.
ltave a world to win." 50
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PHILIPPINES

..

fast-Growing New People's Army
The Philippine New People's Army was founded on 'March 29,
1969 after the re-establishment
of the Communist Party of the
Philippines.
Using skilful and flexible strategy and tactics it had
big successes by smashing at least seven "search and d~stroy' aod
.<encirclement and suppression", operations by tbe reactionary
Philippine army in the past two years.
'The present situation in the Pbilippine revolutionary armed
-struggle is excellent.
As tbe Central Committee of the Communist
Party of the Pbilippines bas pointed out, "the road of armed
revolution has been opened" and "the spark of the armed struggle
is turning into a prairie fire"
Engagements with the enemy by tbe New People's Army in the
same period have become larger in scale and it has gained combat
experience in both mountain areas and on thy plains. While 'in
the past it could only wipe out scattered individual enemy troops,
it is now capable of wiping out an enemy squad of tbe regular
'forces or a platoon of the "village self-defence guards" in a single
engagement.
According to Ang Bayan, organ of the Central
Committee of the Communist Party of the Philippines, tbe New
'People's Army fought more than 80 battles with the reactionary army
.and wiped out more than 200 enemy troops, incll,l.9-1!.lg17 U,S.
aggressor troops, during tbe first year after it was founded. In the
followmg ye"dT;it fought still more battles and annihilated still more
enemy troop>. It also shot down an enemy helicopter and damaged
,another.
From May to July last year, it smashed an enemy "mopping-up"
operation in the vast area of central Luzon, putting 50 of their,
troops out of action and striking fear into the hdrts of the enemy.
46 From Comrade Lin Piao's report to the Ninth National
Congress of the Communist Party of China.
47 Marx and Engels, Manifesto of the C01mn1mist Party,
Chinese ed., People's Publishing House, 1964, p. 58.
. 48 Lenin, "Speech at the Meeting of Activities of the Moscow
Organizations
of tbe R.C.P.
B)", Collected Works, Chinese ed ..
Vol.:3l, p. 412.
49 Marx, "The First Draft of 'The Civil War in France' ",
.Marx and Engels, Collected Works. Chinese ed., Vol. 17, p. 587.
50 See note 47
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In the struggle against "encirclement and suppression" operations.
last September and October, the New People's Army killed one
army
commander- a lieutenant:colonelstaff officer in his
headqu:orters and _one U.S, officer.
On December 29, it Made a
--;r
successful attack on a military academy armoury and seized a large
quantity of arms. Since the beginning of this year, it has continued
its attacks against the enemy and won new successes.
Kindled two years ago in Capas, Tarlac province in central
Luzon, tbe flames of people's armed struggle have now spread to'
other rural areas in central, northern and southern Luzon and other
place5l, Although the, U.S. imperialists have given the PhiHppifte
reactionaries a large amount of military "aid" and sent so called
U.S. "advisers" to supen ise the fighting they cannot check tlae
rapid development of the revolutionary armed struggle.
Carrying out instruct~on of tbe Communist Party of the Phili~
ppines on establishing consolidated revolutionary bases, the New
People's Army last year set up temporary organizational cOMmittees'and relatively ,permanent revolutionary committees in the rural
areas. The peasant masses have raised their political consciousne5ls,
through struggle, and a good number of young peasants enthusiastically joined the new army in response to the Party's appeal
The Communist Party of the Philippines places great importance
on political construction in the New People's Army. To better'
integrate Marxist-Leninist
theory wit h concrete practice in the
Philippine revolution, the Party Central Committee also requires
Party members, cadres and fighters to study the history .of the
struggle between the two lines within the Party, acquaint themselves with past and present conditions in Philippine society and
carry the rectification movement against
the Lava revisionist.
renegade clique and the Taruc-Sumulong gangster clique to the end.
The high prestige of the New People's Army continues to riie
among the urban and rural population. Public opinion in Manila has
noted that this army, "is not fighting in the interests of a minority
but for a revolutionary ideal and the interests of the masses of the.
people." Such a people's army, is the hope of the Philippine people
for emancipation.
( From Peking Review, No. 15, April 9, 11J71 )
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FraterRal 'Support From Canadian Comrades
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Party
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statement
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Bast is Red in Mas8 Line. journal

title

Communist

below

of Canada

Canadian

weekly
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(Marxist-Leninist).

This

dedicated

issue

its

special

of September 13, -1970 to Indian Revolution:
it reprinted
our Party Programme
and all other Party Congress documents and editorial
notes' that appeared in Liberation, MayJuly 1970 issue, in' order to make them available
to the
, revolutionary
people of North AmeJOica and Europe.
Thus
our fraternal
Party took upon itself the task of foiling the
attempt
of the Indian
reactionaries
and their imperialist
and

social-imperialist

Indian

revolution

and people
of the rest

masters
and

to

to isolate

of this, country
of the wbrld.
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revolutionary
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Party

from the revolutionary
people
We are grateful to our fraternal

Party
for its
valuable
support
revolution,
which is but a part
led by Chairman
Mao Tsetung.

r

stifle
the

to the cause of Indian
of the world re~olution
The warm greetings
of

our Canadian
comrade"~ will be an unfailing
source
of
inspiration
and strength
to us during our struggle against
t he common enemies of mankind.
<

Referring
to the Congress of the Communist
India ( M~rxist-Leninist
) held in May last year,
declared:
"Mass

Line warmly

hails this event.

Party of
Mass Line

To make sure that

the Party
programme
and other
relevant
documents
of
C P I (M L) are
made
available
to all revolutionary
people in North
America and western Europe, we produce
this special issue of Ma8s Line and dedicate the whole issue
to Indian Revolution.
"For

us, here

in Canada,

it is a great joy and happiness
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to know tbat bright red rays of Mao T&~tu1f,gi'hought bave
reached India. For us it is in India 8Rd China that the
fate of the whole mankind is going to be decided as
Comrade lenin pointed out so bsilliantlY··· .. ·
"That is why it is fundamental to our own work in
Canada that we funy support and work for the Indian
Revolution.
Our Indian comrades who bave met C P [
( M L) responsible comrades point out that the greatest
help which the proletariat in the imperialist and other
countries like Caaada can provide the Indian Revolution
is to propagate Mao T$etung Thought on a large scale.
Because. this is an era of world revolution and Mao Tsetung
Thovght is the guide to. action to all people of the world,
it is most important to arm the minds of the people with
Mao Tsetung Thought. We assltTe our great iraternal comrades in India who are in tbe forefront of world revolution
that we will always persist in disseminating Mao Tsetung
Thought in Canada and elsewhere as our contribution to
world revolution and also a necessary ingredient for the
overthrow of U. S. imperialism from our own country.
"MtJ8s Line fully believes that either west wind prevails
over the east wind or the East Wind prevails over the
west wind. We are fully conscious of the historical fact
that only the East Wind. holds a great progressive and
revolutionary future for the whole mankind.
To make
sllre that the East Wind prevail8 over the West Wind, we will
certainly 7£phold Marxisrn-Leninism- Mao Tsetung Thought
and participate in ,he glorious tasle of liquidating class 80ciety
from all over this world. India and the whole of A8ia with
China a8 the bright red bastion of world anti-imperialist and
80ciali8t revolution is part of the East Wind4nd its raging
storm is approaching our oum land far out in the west. 00';'"
rades: We can al80 see the rays of the eastern 8un and the
freshness of the wind from the east and the g.,eatfuture which
awaits the whole of mankind.
Coptinued at the foot of the next page.

China Denounces Indian bpansiol'lists And
Their Masters For Intervention In Pakistan
We are reproducing the followmg two d~uments from
Peking Review, No. 16, April 16, 1971. These explain the
Chinese stand on recent events in Pakistan- a principled
stand that th~ Indian reactionaries and revisionists of all
hues have tried hard to misinterpret.-Ed.
Liberation.

Chinese Embassy In India l.odges Strong Protest
With Indian Government
The Indian Government, while flagrantly interfering in
the internal affairs of Pakistan. has gone so far as to connive
at a provocation by several hundred. Indians in front of the
Chinese Embassy in India on March 29. Against this. the
Embassy of the People's Republic of China in India in a
note to the Indian Ministry of External
affaIrs dated
April 6 lodged a strong protest with the Indian Government.
The note s~id: At 6 0' clock in die afternoon of March
29. 1971. several hundred
Indians
frantically
shouted
slogans against Chinese leaders in froilt of the Chin~se
Embassy and posted so-called "protests"
on the E~bassy
gate and plate. slandering China as aiding the Pakistan
Government in "its war on the freedom-loving people of
East Benga1." Yet the Indian policemen who were on the
spot at the time looked' on with folded arms and made no
effort to stop them.
(Continued from the previous page)
"We warmly salute the heroic lndian comrades, C P.I
( M L ) and Com,ade Oharu M azumdar I I I
Long live the Indian Revolution I!!
IJongliv-e 0 PI (M L) fl!
Long live 60mmunist Party of Canada ( M L ) l!l
Long Zitl~Ohairman Mao III
A lon.glong l. 8 to Chairman Mao !!/
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It continued: It is known to all that the Cbinese
Government, basing itself on the Five Principles' of Peaceful
Co-existence, has never interfered in the internal affairs
of others countries. At present, while flag.randy interfering
in the internal affairs of Pakistan, the Indian Government
has gone so far as to connive at the wilf111trouble-making by
Indians in front of the Cbinese Embassy. This is a sheer act
of provocation.
Against this, the Embassy hereby lodges a
stron~ protest with the Indian Government and demands
that the latter take effective measures to prevent the
recurrence of similar incidents.

What Are Indian Expansionists Trying To Do ?
-"Renmin

Ria/K)" Commentator

Of late, the Indian-Government-has redoubled its efforts
to interfere in Pakistan's internal affairs in disregard of the
repeated stern protests of the Pakistan Government.
This
overbearing action of the Indian GoveIl1ment cannot but
arouse the indignation of all justice-upholding countries.
The relevent measures t~ken by President Yahya Khan
in connection with the present situation in Pakistan are
the internal affairs of Pakistan, in which no country should
or has the right to interfere. But tbe Indian reactionaries
came forward in a great hurry to openly interfere in the
internal affairs of Pakistan. Certain bigwigs in the Indian
Government ranging from the Prime Minister, the Minister
of External Affairs,' to members of Parliament and chief
'ministers of states raised a hue and cry for fanatic interference in Pakistan's internal affairs. The Indian Parliament
and the Indian National Congress openly -discussed and
adopted resolutions interfering in the iRternal affairs of
Pakistan. The Indian Government was busily plotting for
international inter v ention in league with the two superpowers. Meanwhile, the Indian rea ionacies have set their

entire propaganda machine in motion to fan up antiPakistan chauvinist sentiments. All these frenzied acts are
a new exposure of the expansionist features of tbe Indian
reactionaries.
To create pretexts for medd ling in the internal affairs of
a neighbouring country, the Indian reactionaries insisted
that changes in ~he internal situation of Pakistan "cannot
but prejudice India's own security."
It may be asked:
Is it Pakistan that "threatens" India's security, or is it the
Indian expansionists that threaten Pakistan's security?
While the Indian reactio.narie~ were making inflammatory .
remarks over the Pakistan situation, the Indian Government
massed_ troops along the East Pakistan border, and even
instigated armed plainclothes
men to infiltrate
into
Pakistan territory for disruption and harassment. Does
this flagrant threat of force 'not seriously prejudice the
security of Pakistan ?
The Indian reactionaries also claimed that "geography
makes it impossible" for India to "view" the situation in
Pakistan "as· simply an internal matter for Pakistan." Such
argument is extremely preposterous
With a definite place
in geography, ever!
country has neighbours. If. this
"theory" of the Indian e:ll:pansionists can stand, then
countries with expansionht and aggressive ambitions may
wilfully interfere in the internal affairs of their neighbouring countries for geographical reasons.
Under such
circumstances. what normal relations can there be between
nations? !
It is worth noting that the two superpowers, working
in close co-ordination with the Indian reactionaries, crudely
interfere in the internal affairs of Pakistan. The U. S. State
Department issued a stateme.nt in an effort to poke its nose
into Pakistan's internal affairs, while the Soviet Government
acted more blatantly.
In his message to President Yahya
Khan, President of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet
of the U. S. S. R. Podgorny made no mention of the Indian
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reactionaries' threat to Pakistan, but on tbe contrary impudently criticized the Pakistan Government.
They posed
themselves as "friends" and hypocritically expressed concern
for "the interests of,the "people of .Pakistan.As known to
all} if the independence, sovereignty
unification and territorial integrity of a country are encroached upon, th'en what
is left of the interests of the people 7! Judging by what
had been done by the Soviet Union in Czechoslovakia,
it is ~ot hard to see what the Soviet leadership supports,
what It opposes, and on whose side after aU it stands.
The great leader Chairman Mao has pointed out: "We
firmly maintain that all nations should practise the well.
known Five Principle. of mutud respect for sovereignty
and territorial integrity, non-aggreSlion, non-in terference
iIi each other's internal
affairs, equality and mutual
benefit, aDd peacful coexistence."
This is the criterion
for handling relations among nations.
Anyone who interferes in the internal affairs of other countries in an attempt
to achieve one's ulterior motives will never come to a good
end.
I

The Pakistan people have the revolutionary tradition
of opposing imperialism and colonialism and have waged
unyielding struggles against aggressors and interventionists
from outside. The Chinese Govemment and people will,
a~ always, resolutely support the Pakistan Government and
people in their just struggle for safeguarding natibnal
independence
and state sovereignty
and against foreign
aggression and interference.
( April 11 )

Hail the Spfendid' Victory 0" the tao Patriotic
Army and People
by "Renmin Ribao" Commentatonr
. The Lao patri.ot~c armed forces and .people, having
wIped out 8 battalions and 20 companies of enemy troops
.whicn had i·ltNJed. in;;o sO;ltl1ern Laos, tecantly continued

their triumphant
advance ll~d multiplied their. military
successes by annihilating the Saigon p~ppet forces' "cracJt"
1st Regiment of the 1st Infantry Division. All the five
battalions of this regiment were put out of action and the
regimental commander and deputy commander killed on the
spot. The Chinese people hail this magnificent military
success of the Lao patriotic armed forc~s and people and
extend them warm congratulations.
More than a month ago, the enemy intruded
into
southern Laos along Highway 9, clamouring that they
would "take"
rchepone within
a week. They
were
covered by large numbers of aircraft 0 ••erhead and supported
by. long range
artillery
from
behind
Nevertheless,
'fchepone has remained tantalizingly
beyond their reach.
With every move forward, the \ enemy received head'on
blows from the Lao patriotic armed forces and people and
suffered heavy losses. Completely routed now, the enemy
is retreating in disorder. Tne U.S.-puppet troops have been
severely punished for their invasion of Laos.
The splendid victory of the Lao 'patriqtic armed forces
and people demonstrates the unparalleled might of people's
war. The enemy invading Laos made loud boasts about
their arms "superiority~.
But this "superiority" came to
naught in the face of the strategy and tactics of people's
war. For courage and polit!;:al consciousness of tbe people,
close-quarter fighting and night operations still count in
modern warfare.
Fighting for independence and freedom,
the Lao people fear no sacrifice and fight courageously.
With their bayonets, they defeated an enemy armed to the
teeth and wiped them out by whole battalions and regiments. The victory of the Lao patriotic armed forces and
people once again testifies to the, indisputable truth that
weapons are an important
factor in Wit r, but not the
. decisive factor; it is people, not thing£. that are decisive .
The failure of. the U.S.·puppet troops' invasion of Laos
proclaims the bankruptcy of the Nixvn government's long.
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pJanolld "Vietnamization
programme." As their main force,
they threw the so-called crack troops of the Saigon puppet
clique, the ] st Infantry "Division, the Paratroop Division
and the rangers. into the ba ttle and regarded this it: vasion
as "a key test of 'Vietnamizing' the war." The annihilation
of large numbers of Saigon puppet troops meant "throwing
the helve after the hatchet"-a
double defeat for the Nixon
government.
The "Vietnamization' prQgramme" is doomed
to failure because there are only a handful of national scum
in' south Viet Nam willing to serve as running dogs of U S.
imperiali~m. The bulk of the soldiers of the Saigon puppet
regime are not willing to die for U S imp.erialism. Such
being the case, is it not stupid an~ ridiculous on the part' of
the Nixon government
to pin its hopes on the south
Vietnamese puppet troops to save it ?
Though it has sustained a crushing blow in Laos, U.S.
imperialism, which is aggressive by nature,
wiil never
admit failure, give up and be reconciled to its defeat. ~t
will still make a last-ditch struggle and may even embark
on new military adventures.
However, no matter what
further stakes the Nixon government may throw in. it will
lose out in the end. Final victory belongs to the heroic
Lao people, to the people of all three cauntries of Indochina.
-From Peking Review, No. 13, March 26, 1971

ARMED STRUGGLE

IN THAILAND

First Qu,arter Battle Score
People's war by the Thai ·patriot.s and their armed forces
was thrown into higher gear on all battlefields in the first
quarter of the year .. This was especially so in areas bordering Laos and Cambodia.
Preliminary statistics reveal that
the U.S.-Thanom clique was hit hard.
Since January Thailand's patriotic armed forces and
people have wiped out about 300 men of the reactionary

armed forces of the U.S.-Thanom clique, shot down or
damaged ~ore than 10 enemy planes, destroyed many
military vehicles and overrall: a number of enemy posts.
Supported by the masses, the People's Liberation Army
in N an' Province~ northern Thailand, did, well in often
ambushing the enemy. On February 15,. liberation fighte~s
waylaid U.S -Thanom clique's personnel carriers .on .the
highway between ~hieng, Khan and Tung C?~ng, wiping
out 15 of the enemy. On March'l1,
they put out of
action over 30 enemies in the Bua district and on March
29 de~troyed two armoured cars and two tra.ctors used for
building strategic highways in the Tung Chang district' and
wiped out over 20 men.
",
There were frequent
ambushes' of" the' en~my 'ih
Phitsanulok Province bordering Laos by the people's qberation Arni~ and people. On February 2, they destroyed a
military vehicle and wiped out 12 enemy, soldiers riding in it.
Courageou~ in battle, the patriotic army and people in
Tak Province in the northern part of Thailand fought
the enemy continuously.
In the Mae Saut-district, fighting
more than 20 days from January 14 to February 7, they
gave th; enemy no chance to relax. By wiping out more than
120 enemy troops. and downing and damagi~g nine planes,
they gained a splendid victory and smashed the U.S.Thanom clique's counter revolutionary
"encirclement and
suppressionu operations.
The Thai patriotic army and people also opened new
battlefields
during the three months. According to the
"Voice of the People of Thailand" radio, the patriotic army
and people in Nakhon
Srithamarat
Province
recently
-...extended guerrilla warfare to the enemy-infested districts of
Tung Song. Ronphibun and Lan Saka, From the end of
February to the beginning of March, the patriotic army
and people in Kolasin Province opened new battlefields in
two districts.
(F~oQl Peki~ Review, No. J(j, April, 16; 1971)
.
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Swift A, ~.~!'~~
~f ~rm~~fe~~~~ ~~r~Jgl.e~~
.Punjab
(The folZ.~ng report was r6ce!vedfrom tke PunJab 8tate
Oom~ittee ~ftk~ O.
(M-L) in tke b.ginning of May 1971
-Ed. Liberation J . ~
• -.....
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Inspired by Comrade Charu Mazumdar's call :
·'Indian Comrades, cast off all weakness, spread your
struggle to every village, give up ~ll idejls of self-defence.
This is the era of self-sacrifice,.the era of the liberation of
the world. The exploited ~nd appresses massed of the different countries willlibera~e the.m~lv~s fr9m exploitation and
oppression. Take upo~ yoqrs,elves that sacred task, forget
alI ideas of self-defepce, attacl!: an,~ destr~y the enemy."the armed struggle led by ~he C P l (M-L) in various
districts of Punjab made a swif~ .and victorious advance
in the month of April 1971. [n t!tis m~nth we observed
the anniversary of the mar~yrdom o~our bra~e leaders and
comrades like Daya Singh and Hari Singh Margind by
carrying ?ut the following armed ac~ions. By murdering
these valIant leaders and comrades, the reac~ionary ruling
class had vainly attempted to deprive us of able leaders.
But the onward march of our armrd re\'olutionary struggle
-has foiled all their vicious scbemes, and Red tertpr has been
replacing white terror.
'.'
Following Comrage ,C.haru Mazumclar's instructions our
struggle is lipreading both in breadth and in 'depth. We
have paid an enormous price in blood because we failed
to follow strictly ~he instructions of Comrade Charu
Mazumdar, the leader of the Indian ~evolution.
I

,

SANGRUR DISTRICT
/

The first action in April took place on the 2nd in the
village Herike in Malerkotla sub-division. Two hated
class·en~!Dh~s-fa.therand son-wefe annIhilated with I$words
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and knives by a guerrilla squad of five poor and landless
peasants,. These oppressors were notorious for their usurious
exploitation of the peasants in almost the whole of the
area. For a long time they had sucked the blood of the
poor peasants, cheated them of their lands and houses and
rendered them pauPers. Many poor peasants had been
driven to death by their bitter exploitation and oppression.
In the past the peasants were helpless victims because th~y
could not even think of getting rid of these powei-ful~ne·
mies. But they are now realizing tbat poor and landless
peasants. armed with Marxism-Leninism Mao-Tsetung
thought, can annihilate and overthrow these enemies econo·
mically, politically and militarily by waging guerrilla
struggle against them. The above action took piace in
the heart of the village. Many poor and landless peasants
were then present there. When the guerrillas cut off the
arms, and legs of th.e son 'witb their swords, the father
shouted: ··Don't kill him. I will give you everything you
want." Burning with class hatred tbe guerrillas boldly
~ annihilated both the class enemies. set fire to all legal deeds
and papers and shouted: "Naxalba,i Zinda bad I"~ ("Long
Live Naxalbari I"~>, "0. P. 1 .( M-L) Zinda bad 1'1 arid
"Oomrade Oha'l'U Mazumdar Zinda bad I"

After the action the guerrillas were warmly greeted
by the peasants of the sUIIounding villages. They said that
y.'the very next day other class enemies ~f that village had
fled to the cities and that one of them had gone mad.
Another action took place. o~ .April. 4 in the village
~ Changalewala in Sanarur sub-division. A notorious pOlice
agent Govinder was annihilated with kni~es and his doublebarrel gun was taken away by a guerrilla squad of four
poor and landless peasants. This police agent was chief
among a number of police agents in the surrounding villages.
He was so wicked and cruel that the people of the area
repeatedly warned the guerriUas tbat he could not be annihilated easily-not witb swords and knives: The;~ are.many

,stories of hi~.wickedness and cruelty.
Once he cruelly bea t
a poor peasant all night with an irori-rod giving him some
liquid at ir tervals; till the peasant died, An old woman
of poor peasant origin asked the guerrillas: "My sons, whenwill his end come tit. The annihilation took place when
the enemy was on his way back from the police station
which is at a distance of only one mile from tbe place of
the action.
After annihilating him witb deep class-hatred,
the guerrillas embraced one another and then' mingled
with the masses of people. The people of the area received
the news with great joy and many of them burnt candles
at night. Next day, the landless and poor peasant. women
of the near-by villages were' saying: "Let us have a halwa
today because our enemy has been sent to hell by our
Party." Police completely failed to trace the whereabouts
of the great sons of the peasants.
Another action in the same sub-di vision was carried
out on April 7 at Jakhal town on tb.e border between
Punjab and Haryana.
This time the enemy was a millionaire usurer, who also buys and sells peasant women; He
belonged to the village Balian near Jakhal town and ran
two big shops at Jakhal.
He grabbed '200 acres of land
from p Jar and middle peasants in the surrounding villages,He sucked the blood of poor and landless peasants
of about 20 villages and rendered many a poor peasant
landless and homeless. A guerrilla squad of poor and
landless peasants annih~l~ted him with knives at a place
where
post is situated
, many people were present. A police
.
at a distance of only a furlong from the 'place. After
carrying out the. action, the brave guerrillas shoilted :
"Na'];a1,bari Zindabad I" . and '<Oomrade Oharu Zinda6ad I"
They left a ',photo of Comrade Bhuja Singh and a copy of
Lok. Yudh by the side' of the dead man and thus avenged
the great martyrs.
Another
action was carried' out on April 12 by a
. guerrilla squad of four poor and landless peasants in Barllala
.\
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sub-division.
The enemy Kartar Singh was a notorious
police agent who had been responsible for the murder of
three peasant revolutionaries
last year. Police gave him
a reward of Rs. 20,000 for his crimes against the' people.
The p~ople of the surrounding
villages demanded time
and again that the guerrillas sho~ld annihilate the enemy
immediately.
He was rewarded by the police also with
the licwce for two good fire-arms. But the brave peasant
guerrillas annihilated him when. he was returning
after
attending a meeting of police agents called by the district
superintendent
of police. Another police informer who
accompanied him was also annihilated
by the guerrilla
comrades. This courageous action has ushered in a reign
of Red terror ,amon g all the enemy agents in the area and
ihe people feel much relieved.
The brave guerrillas and
the Farty have received numerous "greetings 'from the
.people.
On April 12, one more action was carried out at village
Majhi i~ Sangrur sub-4ivision.
The' enemy ruthlessly
exploited the poor and landless peasants of ten villages
thr~ugh usury and various other means
He owned two
big shops at Nabha city, He had his agents in all the
villages. He charged interest that was four times the
amount he lent out to the poor and landless peasants and
tortured them, their women and children when they failed
to pay it. He was annihilated with knives and other
conventional weapons in.the morning by a guerrilla squad
o~ poor.an~ land~ess .peasa~ts. The people of the surroundiIlg
VIllages haIled With JOY thiS courageous action. Police have
completely failed .to trace the guerrilla comrades who have
gone deep in the vast ocean of the peasant masses.
BHA TINDA

DISTRICT

In the month of April three armed actions were carried
out under the leadership of the C. P. I. ( M·L).
A big
landlord notorious for his oppression of the peasantry was
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annihilated by a guerrilla squad of poor and lan'dless
peasants.
A hated police agent wa~ annihilated in village
/ 'Nangal by a Equad of poor and landless peasants. Another
I notorious police agent was punished with death by poor
and landless peasant guerrillas in Akolia village.
FEROZPUR

DISTRICT

A big landlord was annihilated

by a guerrilla

squad of

I' poor and landless peasants near Moga city in the month of
A p,IiI. In
the same month
another
class-enemy-a

/ notorious usurer-was also annihilated by poor and landless
peasant guerriilas.
(The Punjab State OommiUeehas informed us that they will
send detaild reports of the armed struggle in Bhatinda; Ferozpur
and other.districts of Punjab for publication in the next issue.
- Ed. Liberation)

"China is in urgent need of a bourgeois-democratic
revolution, and this revolution can be completed only
under the leadership of the proletariat.
Because the
proletariat
failed to exercise firm leadership in the
revolution of 1926-27 which started from Kwangtung and spread towards- the 1angtse River, ledership was seized by the comprador and landlord classes
and the revolution was replaced by counter-~evolution:
Chairman Mao

(Why is it that Red Plitical power
can Exits in Ohina ?

1

On Subhas Bose
-Sasanka
Subhas Bose became "Netaji" during the last stage of
his life. How it happened wIll be told afterwards,
It is
said that he was a "Leftist
inside the Congress. But
< it was seen that during every critical phase he bowed to
Gandhi's authority and, despite his fire eating utterances,
ultimately threw himself at the feet of Gandhi. For gaining
control of the Congress-the
comprador
bourgeoisie's
organization-in
Bengal. he was at one time deeply involved
in an ugly factional quarrel, referred, to by people in
those days as the Subhas-Sengupta
quarrel. There was no
principle involved in that factionalism, wl.ich frequently
led to bloodshed. He had his rich stock of fire-eating words.
but he never crossed the limits set by Gandhi.
He had
some contaets with some petty-bourgeois
groups which
believed in armed revolution but he used his contacts in the
struggle for seizing leadership in the Congress. In those
days quarrels over leadership were, as at present. inevitable
in such im organization of the comprador bourgeoisie as
the Congress. The quarrels revealed why the Gandhi
faction was unfavourably
disposed towards him and why
Gandhi could not stand him. But Gandhi knew how far
Subhas Bose, despite his big talk, could go. Gandhi knew
it well that Sub has would never join hands with the
"( Communists, would never support militant
struggles of
workers and peasants an.d that he would not take the path
of Sun Yat-sen who built up an armed force and began an
_armed struggle to end imperialist rule. None realized better
than Gandhi the meaning of the saying that it would be
impossible for the priest to look beyond the pulpit. Yet
Gandhi feared all through that Subhas might agitate the
masses and the petty'bourgeois
youth by his lire-eatmg
U
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words and create such a pressure as to seize the Congress
leadership.
Events proved that the shrewd Gandhi's fear
was not baseless. There was' another reason for Gandhi's
7 animosity towards Suhhas, Fodong Subhas was connected
• with the German. Japanese and Italian Fascist-. The
Garman. Japanese and Italian imperialists were conspiring
to wage a war to snatch away#from the British, French and
American imperialists their colonies. To ensure the success
of that conspiracy in India it w~s necessary to create such
quislings in India as would mobilize the masses in favour of
those neo-imperialists,
by talking. big' on armed struggle
(' against the British and by carrying on subtle propaganda in
favour of Hitler-Tojo-Muswlini,
aEd thus prepare the
ground for turning India from a British colony, into a colony
of the Fascist powers. Gandhi was the representative
and
leader ot the comprador eection tied to British imperialism,
( while Subhas was the leader of the rising coterie of lackeys
. of German- Japanese-Italian imperialism.
lhis rising coterie had the support of the comparatively
weak seCtion of the Indian comprador
bourgeoisie-the
section which dreamt of becoming the dominant section in
the event of change of masters. Despite their dislike for
.• this coterie, the British rulers tolerated it because it helped
, them considerably in their efforts to arrest the growth and
. / spread of communism.
Moreover, the possibility of the
outbreak of n war was still remote and there was as yet no
real threat to British imperialist rule over India. So this
'( coterie could grow with some encouragement
from the
, British.. Yet we must not forget that th~ conflict between
the Gandhi faction and the Sub has faction was a reflection
of the conflict between the two imperialist groups on the
international
arena. The two groups-the
Gandhi faction
and the Subhas faction -were political.representatives
of
the two sections of the Indian comprador bourgeoisie. Chairman Mao has shown that in China also different groups
of the comprador bourgeoisie were tied to various imperialist
I
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powers and the conflicts among imperialist powers appeared
there as conflicts among those comprador bourgeois groups.
Although India. in.stead of being under the indirect rule
of different imperialist {lbwers as was, China. had been
under the direct domination of a single imperialist power,
I the la w observed in China also operated in India.
The
Gandhi-Subhas
conflict was an expression of that law.
The Gandhi group believed that British imperialism would
never be defeated and India would never go out of British
hands. Therefore. it would take an anti-British stand only
to the extent it was abs~lutely necessary to hoodwink
the masses and, in the event of Bri'tain getting involved in
a war, even that pretence of an opposition to the British
would. be put in cold storage., But the Subhas group assessed
: that although the British were the sole masters of India,
the Japanese-German-Italian
group would steadily grow
strong internationally and at one stage snatch away India
from the British by precipitating a war. The Sub has grouPl
therefore, thought that it must be ready for the change it
anticipated, tbat it must become the favourite of the future
new masters of India by giving demonstration of its antiBritish stance beforehand and must be able to provide
evidence of having done quite much to facilitate the advent
of the new masters. Here was the origin of Subhas's opposition to and animosity towards Gandhi. As the conflict
between the two imperialist groups in the international
sphere sharpened as a result of the outbreak of war, the
conflict between Gandhi and Subhas inside the Congress
also sharpened. Ultimately, Subhas was defeated, and forced
to flee from his country and go to Germany.
Alongside this conflict betwe¥1 the Gandhi group and
the Subhas group, there was an understanding between the
two and that was fundamental.
Both the groups were
'\ opposed to the Soviet Union. opposed to communism and
to the masses of workers and peasants. It is true that
Subbas talked of socialism, spoke a word or two in p'raise
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of communism an~ the Soviet Union, became the president
of AITUC, even set up, together with Sahajananda, a paper
1 kisan sabha i~ opposition to _Communists. But he did all
this under pressure of circumstances and as a mere' sho:,:
He was every inch a fascist-: Hitler, Tojo and Mussohm
were his idols. He deeply hated the masses of workers
and peasants. In the 'free" India of his dream workers
and pea~ants would bave no scope for realizing their hopes
and aspirations.
He could not stand any movement of
workers and peasar. ts.
Although
the nEcessity of enlisting the support of
Leftist force3 in his fight against Gandhi forced Subhas
occasicnally to app~ar as a supporter of the workers' and
peasants' movements, be really considered it a sh~er
impertinence on the part of workers and peasants to ralSe
.1 the issue of their rights and demands. That is why the·
• Nazi ideology had so great an attraction for him. This
also ~xplain.ed why Subbas Bose was an enthusiastic pa~ron
of the Fasci6t progpaganda circle which had been orga~lzed
around Visva-Bharati
and Ramkrishna Mission by "professors" like BenoY Sarkar, Kalidas Nag, Suniti Chatterji.
pramatha Roy and Tucci with money obtained from Hitler,
Mussolini and Tojo. Many elders may still reme~ber
the manner in which, during the twenties of this century.
Subbas, as the chief executive officer of Calcutta
Corpo·
lation, employed the police and blacklegs to break the
scavengers' strike. Even the c.P.!. (M) leader, M~zaff~r
Ahm~d, has recorded how, during the Congress sesslOn 10
Calcutta in 1928, Subhas, as the leader of the volunteer
corps, ordered a procession of a few thousand railway
workers-who
had come to 'appeal to the Congress leaders
to support their struggle to be lathi-charg~d
~any. ma~,
Iso remember how Subhas, in exchange of contnbutlOns
the fund of the newly-constituted Forward Bloc, iss~e~
a press statement in support of the owners of Mohln!
Mills and against the workers' strike. Sub has F-tarted the
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movement for demolition of Holwell Monument overnight
forestall the militant
peasant movement which the
.I' Communists
had sponsored as part of the programme for
opposing the imperialist war during the first phase of
the Second World War.
He refused even to issue a
statement
in support of the peasant siruggle. He' said
that he would not issue any statement but that he would,
i{ necessary. provide some materials fo~ the Ielief of the
peasants. It is no use citing more of such instances. Really,
Subhas was a fascist to the core of his heart: he was
entirely opposed to workers and peasants.
The initial trend of the war and particularly the developments during the few mOllths after the German attack
on the Soviet Union made the Indian comprador bourgeoisie
believe firmly that Britain was going· to be defeated and
that India would turn into a colony of Germany and Jap~n.
Overnight, the ,Gandhi group became terribly anti-British.
Gandhi. who had, at the commencement
of the war
expressed his shock over the possibility of a bomb attack
on the palace of the King of England, suddenly served an
. ultimatum on the British to "Quit India", roared '~Do or
I die" and drew Up<l plan for tb~J942 movement, i.e.,-planned
j for an armed uprising to drive out the British. Sub has
who had' been driven out of the country by the Gandhi
group, overnight
became very dear to that group. A
competition began, as it were, between Gandhi and Subhas
as to who would be the favourite of the German and
'Japanese imperialists.
Gandhi and Sub has, who would not
ordinarily ,see e.ach other's face, overnight began to sing
each other s praIse. Sub has went all out in praise of Gandh'
while broadcasting from Berlin.
Similarly, Gandhi
fre~
quently .became ec~tatic in praise of Sub has. It is necessary
to mentIOn one pomt here .. A section of the representati, es
of the comprador bourgeoisie had made a different assessment
of the ~ituation. This section was headed by Nehru Azad
and Rajagopalachari.
It was their assessment ~hat as
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America, China and, above all, the U.S.S.R. had joined hands
with England in the course of the war, the latter would
eventually win and Germany, Japan and Italy _would be
defeated.
Therefore,
India would continue to be underthe rule of Britain.
It would therefore be unwise not to
remain on the side of Britain. But the Gandhi faction did
not give any heed to their words at that time. This was
disclosed in the minutes of the secret meeting at Allahabad
of the A.I C.C on the eve of the "Quit India" movement,
which were collected by the then India Government through
spies and published (the conte~ts of the publication have
not been contradicted
on behalf of the Congress). It
is to' be noted that all representatives
of the comprador
bourgeoisi~ agreed that they "must be on the side which
would win." They only differed as to who would win. It
is an ugly example of selfish opportunism in the name of
a national liberation war· Gandhi "the seeker after truth"
wanted to abandon the side represented by Britain, not
because England was fighting an unjust 'war but because
England. he thought, was losing the war. Again, Nehru,
described in some quarters as one of the world leaders of
the anti-Fascist front, wanted to continue to be associated
with the side represented by England, not because he was
inspired by the rreat ideal of defeating the Fascist powers
at any cost, but b~cause the Fascist defeat was certain.
Meanwhile. the character of tha war had changed with
the Ger nan attack on Russia. In the world at large and
in India also, the progressive masses had then stood up in
support of the world's only socialist country, U.S.S.R. The
battle of Stalin grad was going on and the Soviet people
were fighting with indomitable courage. Whether the world
would be saved or not depended on whether the Soviet people
were able to defend Stalingrad.
The alternative was total
doom. In the event of Soviet defeat the socialist state would
be destroyed and the world would be plunged into total
darkness. Just at that time Hitler constituted the defeated
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l!nd imprisoned indian members of the British imperialist
'J army into a forcel called it the Azad Hind Fauz~the Army
of Free lndia.-and
made Suohas Boseits chief. Hitler also
,formed a puppet "Free Indian Government"
and placed
Subhas Bose at its head. He had planned that when Stalingrad would fall to Germany he would, in company with
Subhas Bose and his Azad Hind Fauz and members of the
Azad Hind Government, cross the Caucasus mountain range,
enter India and establish with Subhas Bose's help a Fifth
Columnist Government
which would have a free and
nationalist facade but which would in reality be a colonial
and puppet Government under German imperialism. At that
time Sub has Bose also broadcast from Berlin and addressed
" himself to Indians, declaring that the fall of Stalingrad was
imminent and that immediately thereafter he would, in
company with Hitler and along with the Azad Hind Fauz,
enter India and establish his "Free Government" in India.
At that time, like a mistress whose old master had fallen on
bad days. the Gandhi group was counting days in the expectation of the arrival of a new mast~r. The Gandhi group
warmly greeted Subhas, whom it had driven out of India
two years before. Differences between Sub has and Gandhi
then disappeared.
In support of Subhas Bose many argue that, during the
First World War also, Indian revolutionaries tried to achieve
.
'
With German assistance, India's liberation 'through revolution. The point -they forget. or suppress is that at that
time the October revolution
had not taken place. the
Soviet Union was not there and the Communist movement
in the colonies had not begun. It might have been proper
and natural
for the revolutionaries to have acted and
thought on those lines at that time. But after a big a~d
powerful State-a sincere friend and supporter of the people
in the colonies-had
been established in one-sixth of the
world and the Communist movement
had gained such
mom~ntum and mid~ sleh p'..>gcess, it was an unpardonable
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crime and limitless hypocrisy, in the name of national
liberation war, to ignore it and to join hands with tne forces
opposed to that State and bent on its destruction:
There
should be a limit to the drawin~ of historical parallels,
To proceed. Stalin grad did not, however, fall. The tide of
the war turned. The fall of Hitler began. All the calculations
of Gandhi and Subhas were upset. When the progressive
people the world over burst forth in jubilation over the
Red Army's victory in Stalingrad, Subhas realized that
the fall and destruction of Hitler's forces were inevitable
~ in the face of the irresistible attacks of Stalin's Red Army.
I Then the
only hope of Subhas was Japan. He then went
to Japan. At that time Japan was at war with China and
~ had attacked Southeast Asia and India. Like Germany,
, Japan also had an army formed.fo~has
Bose with the
defeated and imprisoned Indian members of the British
imperialist army. It also got a puppet Government formed
for Subhas, The Japanese forces took Subhas with them
during their march so that Japan could achieve the same
objective as set by Germany. But ultimately even that
failed. Under Communist leadership the heroic people of
China, Indonesia, Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia, Malaya and
Burma defeated-by
launching attacks and through armed
struggle - the fascist Japanese forces and, for good, put
an end to Subhas Bose's ambition of becoming a puppet
king in Japan-occupied India. Therefore, Subhas Bose-was
in the eyes of the revolutionary people' of Asia, Africa
as well as those of Europe and America, merely a hated
collaborator of the fascist enemies. Thus, adoration of
Subbas meant severance of all ties with the revolutionary
masses of the world.
After the British won the war, they got the Congress
~ saddled to power. Those who had once driven Subhas
I'
out of the country now took upon themselves the responsibility of building up his image as 'Netaji' and began
<1 worshipping bim. As the Indian masses had then a wakened
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ahd wanted to go ahead, under Communist leadership,
along the path of armed struggle, it was essential to build
up Subhas, the symbol of Communist-baiting
and fascist
ideology, so as to divorce the maSEes from the Communists.
The situation after the war was such tbat the people would
beat up those who spoke of non-violent struggle, but any
talk of armed struggle as such was dangerous as its leadership might go to the Communists.
The problem was how to solve the dilemma and Sub bas
Bose appeared to be the appropriate answer because he
represented a kind of bridge between armed struggle and
anti-CoGlmunism.
The most ·important point to be noted
is that the revisionist
Communist leadership could not
take up a firm stand in the face of this clever anti-Communist offensive of the comprador bourgeiosie with Subhas
Bose as its cover. They did not try to unravel to the
people the mystery of making a "Netaji" of Subhas. They
were quaking in their knees at the sight of the terriblelooking, sharp teeth of the fascist paper-tiger.
How to
ensure votes "o/as all through their main beadache. Truth
became the first casualty and the wooing of the ma~ses by
hook or crook became their main concern. Once, under the
impact of the international Communist movement, re_visionists had called Subhas Bose a fascist traitor; for fear of
losing votes they now recanted and unashamedly withdrew their. p~st statements.
faking advantage of this
lack of prmclple, opportunism
and cowardice
of th
revisionist leaders of India, "Netaji" was firmly entrenche:
on the ~oil of India. Smce tbe Great Revolt of 1857-58,
the, Indlan people have wanted again and again to build
theIr own. army to overthrow British rule . But e very t'lme
that "deSIre remained
unfulfilled on account of C ongress
h
mac h ma tlOns. T ese could succeed because of th e preva 1ence
of petty bourgeois revolutionism which was divorced from
the masses of workers and peasants and because of th 1 k
. 'd I
e ac
o f pro 1etanan 1 eo ogy. Under the influence of the example
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of armed popular resistance to German and Japanese Fascism
in Europe and Southeast Asia during and after the Second
World War and under the impact of the anti-Japanese
liberation war of China, the desire for ending British rule in
India through armed struggle waged by their own army again
became pronounced among the Indian masses. Such was
the situation that it became no longer possible for the
Congress leadership to suppress this desire or to confuse the
masses. With this desire burning in them, the Indian masses
inevitably leaned towards the Communist Party.
But the
revisionist leadership of the-Indian Communist Party raised
the slogan that "India's path is different from the Chinese
path" and first committed Left adventurism and then
indulged in Right opportunism to betray the masses desirous
of making revolution. The image of "Netaji" and of the Azad
Hind Fauj was built up taking advantage of the betrayal
of the Communist Party leadership and the desire of the
Indian masses to participate in an armed struggle for national
liberation with the help of their own army· The lingering
respect for Subhas Bose discernible among the revolutionary
masses is a reflection of this revolutionary
desire of the
masses. Because of the absence of any Communist propaganda countering bourgeois propaganda, the masses continued to harbour the false notion that Subhas w~nted to
achieve the very goal which was desired by the revolutionary masses. The objective of bourgeios propaganda
was to see that the Fascist ideology was established in the
mass mind gradually through worship of Subhas. the point
that needs to be remembered is that the Azad Hind Fauz
was not a people's army. The Azad Hind Fauj was not born
or raised through class struggle. It was 9-0t even formed
with soldiers who had revolted against imperialist authority,
as was the case with the rebel army formed during the
"Sepoy Mutiny·
(i.e. India's War of Independence of 185758). A puppet army raised by one imperialisf power with
the defeated and imprisoned soldiers of another imperialist
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power was given the high-sounding name of ••Azad Hind
Fauz"--"Indian
Lberation Army". After having defeated
the reactionary ruling cliques of eastern Europe and their
reactionary armies, Hitler constituted one puppet army after
another from among the defeated and imprisoned mercenary
soldiers and employed those armies during the attack on
the Soviet Union. He called even those armies the liberation forces of those countries.
Simultaneously, he set up
a "Free Government" in each of the "occupied" countries
and appointed a head for each Government.
That is to
say in each occupied country he built up a "Netaji" and
an "Azad army" and an "Azad Government".
As a result
of the armed mass uprisings, which occurred in those
countries in the wake of the victorious march of Stalin'g
Red Army, all those "Netajis", all those "Azad Governments" all those "Azad armies" were sm~shed and thrown
intO the dust-bin of history.
In the eyes of the strugglirg masses of the world desiring
revolution, Stalin, the victor in the war against Fascism,
and the Soviet Union were at the height of their prestige
after the Second W orId War. As is being done today on
the occasion of the inquiry by the Khosla Commission, the
- rumour was spread on behalf of the vested interests 25
years ago also that Subhas Bose was in Stalin's Russia, was
given shelter by Stalin and was planning India's liberation
from there. In this way they then tried to use the name
of the Great Stalin to rehabilitate a hated Fascist agent as
a great freedom fighter-as
is being done today also. At
that time a fitting reply to this came from Stalin's Russia.
The small news item, whiCh was circulated by Reuter and
was published in a number of newspapers and journals in
India 25 years ago, on January 9.1946, is being reprroduced
here from the HindU8~han8tandad :
HLondon,-January
7.-The
Soviet journalist, .David
Zaslavsky, in an arricle in Pravda today denounced as a
'st-.lpid hiry-,ale" a rep.>[t thac Subhas ChandI:l B03e who
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headed the Free India Government during the War, was
in Soviet Russia, Moscow Radio reported. Zaslavsky wrote:
'The substance of the fairy tales is the notorious would-be
Quisling c£ India, Subbas Chandra Bose, who at first-was
in Hitlerite pay in Berlin and then in the pay of the'
Japanese imperialists in Tokyo, has allegedly fled into
Rmsiiil. This £ascist rogue is alleged to have travelled in
Soviet countries and inspected his 300,000 army. An unnamed
- soldier appears to know that responsible representatives
of the Soviet Government conferred with Bose and gave
this Indo-fascist adventurer imaginary concrete promises.
Such is the stupid fairy tale,' "
Only this brief extract from the article ,published in
Pravda was then circulated in India by Reuter and it
appeared at least in all newspapers in Bengal, except in
the then Communist Party's mouthpiece,
Swadhinata.
The secretary of the party, P.c. Johi, had banned publication of it in their journal. When Stalin's Russia wasdemolishing the image of that "fascist rogue" who, in the
name of conducting India's liberation war, was a party to
the world- Nide conspiracy to destroy simultaneously Stalin's
Russia and Mao. Tsetung's China, tbe revisionist Indian
scabs were seeking to protect that image in this manner.
Today, after 25 years, the revolutionary Indian youths and
students, awakened by the Naxalbari struggle, are smashing
the image of Subhas Bose and are thus continuing the work
begun under Stalin.
But the vote-begging, revisionist
curs like Jyoti,
Promode and Harekrishna are trying their best to protect'
the image of Subhas, that enemy of the world proletariat.
When these men take the name of Stalin, observe Stalin's
birthday, quote at frequent intervals from Stalin to justify
their entry into the pigsty of bourgeois parliament and,
with glee. shout in praise of Stalin at public meetings, one
feels utter
contempt
for these hypocrifical counterrevolutionary knaves.
-Translated
from the Bengali original.

Revolutionary Violence Vs. Counter-Revolutionary Violence

New Developments in the American People's
Revolutionary Struggle
The outgoing 1970 ~aw the American people's revolutionary struggle developing in sundry forms. Apart from
masS demonstrations and strikes by workers and students on
a mammoth scale against U.S. imperialism's reactionary
foreign and domestic policies, _the people of various strata
coura~eously took up arms to resist the Nixon government's
counter-revolutionary
repression. The )lear also witnessed
the growth, in scale, intensity and frequency, of AfroAmerican armed actions against the establishment's violent
rerression, and many organs of dictatorship of the U. S.
monopoly capitalist class coming _under fierce attack and
suffering heavy damage.
Fascist Suppression Incites Resistance bg Viol~nce. For
a year or so, U. S. imperialist chieftain Nixon has quickened
the tempo of fascistization at home while feverishly pushing
his policies of aggression and war abroad. Last May, whfn
waves of angry protest by the American people against the
U. S. imperialist invasion of Cambodia swept the whole
country, the Nixon government called out several hundred
thousand troops, police and National Guardsmen at one time
or another.
"Text-books" in schools were replaced by
"bayonets and rifles" and students were arrested "by truckloads". Between May 4 and 16, the Nixon government gunned
down 12 people, white as well as black. Last summer,
it aga~n called out hordes of police and even ar~oured
cars apd helicopters to carry out bloody suppreSSiOn of
Afro-Americans,
Mexican-Americans, Puerto Ricans and
American-Indians fighting ~iolent repression in many parts
of the country. Last July, in the city of Asbury l'ark,
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New Jersey, with a population of only 20,000, the police
fired on and wounded 92 Afro-Americans fighting violent
reptt:ssion. • Law and order" was the Nixon government's
pretext to make wholesale arrests of progressives and
revolutionary masses. Reports say the number of "convicts"
in New York jails more than d~ubled the prison capacity.
,
Nixon's intensified fascist suppression brought the broad
masse.s ~f. American people out agaim.t it. Time and again,
they lOItIated vigorous ¥'med actions against the establishment's violent repression.
AP wrote that an increasing
number of Americans have come to the conclusion that
"violence is necessary now" and have "declared war on the
established way of life in America."
The report added:
"Those who once abborred violence now talk of the need
for defence,"
OortegeStudents Up in Arms. A protest movement on
an unprecedented scale was launched by American students
last May against the Nixon government's aggression on
Cambodia and its massacre cf demonstrators.
Students of
more lIhan 700 universities and colleges and more than 300
middle schools up and down the country stayedS
awayl
classes.
Numbering several million, students and people from all
w~lks of life a~grily took to the streets, battling courageously
WIth the reactIOnary troops and police with stones, bottles
and home-made bombs. About 10,000 students at Ohio
State
University
fought
bravely with 5,000 National
Guardsmen for more than a week and finally chased them
off the campus. More than 20,000 at South Illinois University r03e to resist the mounted police sent by the reactionary
authorities and the fierce battle batween
students and
police lasted several hours. Western news agency reports
cried out in alarm that "r~bellion spread through U.S.
leading education academies" and that the ag itated schools
were boiling 0 ver intJ irr~pre$sible fury.
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Armed Actions Againsl Violent Repression Spreads Apace.
Afro-Americans, Mexican,Americans and American-Indians,
victims of ruthless exploitation by U.S. monopoly capital,
frequently took armed actions against violent repression.
The bourgeois prer,s in 'the United States disclosed that
more than 600 "racial disturbances"
broke out in the
country in 1970, more than double the 1967 figure. There
were m;my courageous deeds in' these struggles. In New
Orleans, Loui5iana, under the cover of helicopters and an
armoured car, more than 200 police dispatched by the
reactionary authorities launched a barbarous attack on AfroAmericans on September 15. The black people in the city
took up arms in resistance.
One Afro-American heroically
shouted indignantly to the police:
"You can kill a revolu.
tionary, but you can't kill the revolution!The fierce
gun-battle went on for 12 hours. On August 29, a big
demonstration was held by 20,000 Mexican-Americans
in
Los Angeles, Ca~i£ornia, in protest against th~ Nixon
government expanding the U·S war of aggression to the
whole of Indo-China.
The reactionary authorities cracked
down on the protest marchers and bloodily suppressed
them.
The demonstrating
M~xican-Americans,
fighting
back, threw up street barricades.
They smashed up and
burnt police cars and set fire to monopoly enterpri~es with
home-made incendiary bombs, engulfing the eastern part
of the city in palls of smoke. On September 9, AmericanIndians in the Tacoma area, Washington,
aho took up
arms against police suppression. One of them said vehemently:
'We are a dying people and have to fight for
surviva1."
. Siriking Workers Take Up Arms. The American workers'
movement has also grown rapidly during 1970.
Up to
the end of October, workers' strikes caused the monopoly
capitalists
a loss of 51.6 million working clays, which
represented
a sharp increase of 49 per cent compared
with the corresponding period in' 1969 and trebled the
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comparable figure ten years ago. What is noteworthy is
the fact that not a few striking \Vorkers took up arms to
resist the Nixon goveroment's
fascist suppression.
On
April 29, Ohio's reactionary authorities sent 4,100 National
Guardsmen to put down a big strike by truck drivers.
Undaunted by brute force; the strikers valiantly fought
back with rifles, shot-guns and home-made bombs. The
reactionary state governor said in alarm that this was' an
"open war" on the highways.
Truck drivers in more than
two-thirds of the state's 88 counties. it was reported,
resorted to armed actions in heroic resistance to the
reactionary authorities' suppression.
/
While unfolding struggles of a mass character against
violent repression, the American people attacked and blew
up various military establishments,
courts and police
institutions
of the U.S. ruling circles.
According to
incomplete
U.S. official statistics,
nearly 3,000 bomb
explosions took place in the country from, January to
October in 1970-an average of ten incidents per day.
Fascist Military Training Establishments Become Targets
of Attack. Incidents of bom~ explosions rapidly· increased
in number and assumed greater proportions following the
widening of the war of aggresiion in Indo-China by the
Nixon government:
Buildings of the "Reserve Officers'
Training Corps" (R O.T.C.) set up in universities
and
colleges by the U.S. ruling clique to push fascist military
training became the main target of student attacks.
This
is an eloquent proof of the American youth's abhorrence
of the fascist military training and aversion to serving as
cannon-fodder in the U,S. monopoly capitalists'
war of
aggression. During the American people's massive protest
struggle last May against th~ U.S. imperialist aggression in
Cambodi3, the students used incendiary bombs to set fire
to the R.O.T.e." buildings of the U.S. army, navy and
air force at many universities, blowing' up s~ores of guns
and ammunition there.
U.S. News & World Report, a
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mouthpiece of U.S. monopoly' capital, admitted: "Not in
decades, since the program began, has the R.O.T.C.-Reserve Officers' Training Corps-been
dealt
such a
devastating' blow." Many other military research institu·
tions set up by the U.S. ruling circles in various unversities
constantly came under attak.
The U.S. army's mathematics
research centre in Wisconsin University's physics department/ which directly serves the U.S. imperialist policy
of aggression by developing vehicles for the delivery of
nuclear and ch~mical·biological
weapons, was blasted on
August 24. The first two floors of this six·story building
were wr~cked and the remaining four badly damaged. An
electronic computer valued at 1.5 million U.S. dollars was
.destroyed and all files and data were blown up. Earlier,
an army mu.nition factory and an alms depot near the
unversity were also hit by bombs.
Government Offices, Oourts and Police Stations Bombed.
Bomb explJsions also took place frequently in government
offices, courts and police staticns of all fevels. The U.S.
journal international Herald Tribune disclosed that in the
first half of 1970, such explosions threatened
federal
buildings on 326 occasiom, a figure nearly six times that
of the second half of 1969. The buildings which house
the Inter-American Defence Board, a U.S. imperialist tool
for interference in the internal affairs of Latin American
countries, were blasted on July 1. On June 9, a powerful
bomb exploded in the new building of the New York Police
'Headquarters.
In the concluding months of 1970, explosions
hit the Des Moines Police Board in Iowa, the Oakland police
board building, the San Francisco Court, the arms depot
of the National Guards in Santa Barbara of California. the
New York Court, the army's and navy's "R·9.T.C." centres
in New York and the offices of some monopoly enterprises
geared to the war industry.
On October 12, six explosions
occurred in New York City and one of them demolished
half of a five-story federal building.
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The successive explosions reflected the strong dissatis·
faction of the American people with the reactionary foreign
and domestic policies of the Nixon government.
A young
man in Berkeley said:
"The great violence of the establishment in Viet Nam, Laos and elsewhere overshadows and
almost blots out our violence, even bombs. And if our
lesser violence stops the greater violence of the establishment, then hON can it be wrong ?"
Oops Ambushed. Police a tool of the U.S. ruling clique
in suppressing the people-have
been attacked more and
more frequently by the American people. According to
U.S. official statistics. in 1969 there _were 35,202 cases in
which policemen on duty were attacked.
This number
more than doubled the 1963 figure. Last year saw a further
increase with attacks on policemen occurring in more than
50 citie;. In New York City alone, there were more than
2,000 cases in the first eight months, involving 988 policemen killed or wounded, an increase of 80 per cent over the
whole year of 1969. [J.S. News & World Report noted in
an article: "Police officers are being ambushed, shot by
snipers, blown up by bombs, lured to lethal booby traps
and slain or wounded in 'shoot-outs."
. An inspector in Los
Angeles said: "A few years ago a sniper attack against a
police officer was almost unheard of. Now it is almost
routine."
A U.S. offIcial lamented: "1970 will go down
as a year of violent attacks on police."
The White House Turned Into a Oitadel. Scared stiff by
this situation, Nixon brazenly threatened that he would
"choose the tough-minded approach" towards the peo~le's
resistance. At the same time, he tried by every means to
strengthen security.
A report said: "The White
House
has become a citadel.
Security there, always tight, has
been tightened further.
A dozen sentry boxes cover all
gates and approaches.
Powerful searchlights and a maze
of electronic alarms cover the entire area." Some "veteran"
White House pressmen said that they had never seen

, ,such tigh~ security as that now surrounding Nixon. Even White
House aides must allow searches to be made of th'
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American People's

Struggle:

Trend In The First Half of 1971
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pattern of violence is more like the t~ctics of the guerrilla warfare
that some radicals have been predicting for years". 'Policementhe ruling clique's instrument for oppressing people-continue
to be
attacked by surprise. In the latter half of May Afro.American
militants
critically
wounded two \ Manhattan
patrolmen
by
machinegun fire from a car and 'two policemen, including an AfroAmeric'an, were gunned down in Harlem. Fortysix policemen were
killed in action in thefirst four months of 1971, against 39 in the
second half of 1970.
Isolated abroad and faced with chaos at home, the Nixon
'Government is desperately adopting more and more ruthless methods
in suppressing movements of the American paople. How desperate
the Government has become is apparent from the fact that to meet
the threatened interference with traffic by anti-war demonstrators
in Washington early in May, the'Pentagon deployed helicopters "to
ferry key officials to and from work if need be" ~nd compelled 4,000
\ to 5,000 Government employees to report for duty at 5 a.m. on the
crucial day
Enraged at the use of revolutionary violence by the
demonstrators, Nixon burst out at a recent Press conference:
"But
when people come in and slice lyres, when they block traffic, when
they make a trash bin out of G~orgetown and other ~reas of the
cdy, and when they terrorize innocent bystanders, they are not
demonstrators, they are vandals and hoodlums and law-breakers
and they should be treated as law-breakers." The fact is that the
Nixon Government is not in a mood to stand any anti-3-overnment
demonstration, even if it be a peaceful demonstration. The bourgeoi,s
press reports that during the threatened interference with traffic the
police rounded -up "not merely demonstrators who Were disorderly
but also demonstrators
who had not yet violated law and persons
who were not eVen demonstrators at all."
Even the anti-,war
Vietnam Veterans, who came to Washington in the hitter part of
April, were sought to be prevented, by means of court injunctions,
from
making camp on the· Mall, the grassy plot near the
Capitol.
I
But the fascist oppression of the American people by the Nixon
Government is impelling thousands of them to defy "authority"

in a determined manner. The Vietnam veterans, some of them
amputees, violated injunctions, stuck to their decision to mak6'
camp on the Mall and in the end the authorities were compelled
to back down completely. Again, when demonstrators, demanding a
6,SflO-dollars a-year guaranteed income for a family of four found the
way into the interior of the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare blocked by a temporary plywood wall, they ripped it to
pieces.
During one of the demonstrations
in April-May,
a
mock battle wa, staged in the lawn of the house of the Defence
Secretary Melvin R. Laird and a Vietcong flag was hung on his
front porch. Although the Nixon Goven ment b~asted of h,aving
foiled, by effecting mass arrests, the efforts of the May Day
demonstrators to tie up traffic in Washington, {t could not subdue
. the fighting spirit of increasing numbers of Americans
The
Washington demonstration was followed by clashes with the police
in Boston, New 'York, San Fancisco,
Denver, Madison and
other cities.
New waves of American people's violent struggle are lashing at
U. S. imperialism and making even the contradictions

"Wherever
is a common

people and the sufferings "of the gl'eat majority at heart,
and
when we die for the people it is a worthy death.
Nevertheless, we should do our best to avoid unnecessary
sacrifices."
-CHAIRMAN

contradiction

people, and point

between V. S. imperialism'

-CHARU

to the desperate

1 he

U. S.

situation in which the enemy,

battered by the ceaseless blows of the revolutionary peoples all the
world over, has landed itself.
Chairman Mao has predicted
the ultimate victory of tbe
American people, "who are fighting valiantly" against the fascist
rule in the United States.
Tlte growing revolutionary spirit of
the American people, which found expression in the demonstrations
in the first few months of 1971, as also those of the previoU$ year
is the best guarantee of that victory.

MAZUMDAR

I se"nd my greetings to the revolutionary comrades of DumDum
Jail.
T.hey have d.isplayed. extraordinary heroism and spirit of
"-self-sacnfice by fightmg against the policy of brutal repression.
The

between the

;nd

MAO

Avenge the Massacre in Prison

different groups of U. S. monopolies sharper and sharper
The
publication of the secret Pentagon Papers on Viet Nam and the"'
storm that has followed reflect these- contradictions, besides the
insoluble

there is struggle there is sacrifice,
and death
occurrence.
But we have the interests
of the

/

rea~tionary Indian ..government do not feel secure even after imprisonmg. the revo,lullOnary youths. They are deliberately carrying on
campaIgns' of murder in one prison after another-Midnapur,
Berhampur and then DumDum.
At DumDum they have murdered
. even teen ~omrades and injured more than ninety other comrades
L1~e all other reactionaries,
the reactionary Indian governmen;
thmk that they can stop the flood-tide of struggle by acts of murder.
Chairman Mao has taught us:
"Wherever
there is oppression
there is resistance."
This massacre will rouse revolutionary
hatred in the minds ot more and more youths and will create a new
high-tide of struggle.
Revolutionary comrades will avenge this
massacre and cause panic within the camp of the enemy. This is
the law of history and there will be no deviations from it here
100.

~

-May

( $0 )
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20, 1971

Dawn of a New Era in East
Pakistan
Under tbe bold leadership of the Communist Party of East
P"kistan (Marxist-Leninist)
revolutionary armed peasant struggleswept on in fast Pakistan and spread by March 15 to at least
twelve districts-Khulna,
Jessore, Noakbali, Barisal, PatuakhalL
Dacca, Faridpur, Mymensingh, Sylhet etc. Only by fighting the
enemy's ruthless attempts at suppression and the revisionist treachery from within and without that the battIe of annihilation oC
class enemies could be carried forward. In each of the districts
of Khulna and Jessore at least 15 most' hated class enemies had
been annihilated by that date by guerrilla squads of poor and '
lanqless peasants imbued with Mao Tsetung Thought, armed
units led by the Party.
This armed struggle for the overthrow of U. S. imperialism
revisionism, the comprador bourgeoisie and the landlords entered a
difficuJt phase when Mujibur Rahman and his Awami League".
laCKeys of the U. S. !mperialists, the Soviet social-imperialists and
the Indian expansionists, started a sham "liberation struggle"--a
counter-revolutionary
attempt to dismember Pakistan and convert
East Pakistan into one more link in the chain 0.1 bases arollnd
Socialist China.
The Indian expansionists not only employed their'
entire propaganda machine to rally people in the sham "liberation
struggle" but also mobilized several divisions of troops along theborder with East Pakistan and sent arms and infiltrators across the
,border to cause sabotage and harassment.
It was a very complicated and difficult s~uation for the Party
and the people' of East Pakist~m: While the CPEP (M-L) fully
unmasked the counter-revolutionary
riature of the so-called "liberation struggle"-the
Party h~d actually been exposing Mujib and
his Awami League for quite a long time-and
warned the peopl~
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against joining it, the Party firmiy adhered to the class line and
tried boldly to rouse the people throug,h class struggle an~ build
genuil~c People's Liberation Army led by it. It had to wage a
heroic struggle both against the forces of national chauvinism
unleashed by Mujib and his men and against extreme feudal
reaction which enjoys the armed support of the, Pakistan government.
Under the leadership of the Party, guns were snatched from
. big joteda1'S and usurers. Large numbers of rifles and other kinds
of arms and huge quantities of ammunition were seized from the
government treasuries and armouries in different towns-Jessore,
Rajshahi, Thakurgaon (in Dinajpur), Noakhali etc.
Under the
leadrship of the Party, armed units of the People's Liberation
Army were formed in various areas and the battIe of annihilation,
of class enemie:; spread quickly. And, as a resu~t, several base
areas have developed in Khulna. Jessore, Noakhali and other
districts.
The whole of the police station area of Dumuria in
Khylna district, for instance. has been completely freed of class
enemies and their agents. Jotedars,
other big landlords,' usurers and
their agents have fled away from the base areas. Revolutionary
People's Committees· have been formed with poor and landless
peasants and Party cadres to serve as organs of political power ()f
the revolutionary masses. Many jotedars and usurers have prayed
to the liberation fighters for their lives, returned to
, the peasants,
especially of the minority community, cattle, paddy, boat, land,
houses, beddings etc, which they had plundered, and have surrell.·
dered completely to the revolutionary People's Committees.
Those
landlords and usurers who had fled away are sending letters promising. to obey the revolutionary committees fully and inquiring

,

whether they may return to the areas.
The revolutionary People's Committees have confiscated the land
"f the feudal class and are distributing it among poer and landless
peasants.
In some areas the distribution bas already been made.
The committees have also confiscated food, cattle, seeds and other.
tbings of the landlords and distributed them among poor and
landless peasants.
Under their leadersbip the \ illage miHtias have
been organized and they have fought and driven out jotectars and
I
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usurer~ who had rallied within
committees set up by the Yahya
People's Committees are looking after
people, J especially production.
They

so-called peace preservation
regime.
The revolutionary
the economic interests of the
are taking measures to ensure

a good harvest and to prevent famine, Paddy and other foo~
seized from the jotedars are stored by them for use afterwards,
especially to avert famine in future.
,

min orities'- People of other areas ,flock to the base areas in search
of security. Large nUlpbers of revolutionary youths and students
are eager to join the PLA units. Under the leadership of the Party
the base areas are fast extending.
(The above report ftom East Pakistan
was received in the third week of May
last. )

People's courts'have been set up in the base areas. They judge
and punish the enemies of the people. In one instance a military
contingent
came in a gunboat to a village and asked
a
jotedar who was a member of a so-called peace preservation
committee about a village inhabited
by revolutio~ary peasants.
Out of fear o~ the people the jotedar refused to provide the
information and was beaten up. But the armymen obtained the
information from two enemy agents and carried out oppression on
the ,people. After the soldiers had left, the people seized the agents
and dragged them before the people's court which sentenced them'
to death.
The sentence was duly carried out. This had a very good
effect on many enemy, agents. For lack of information the army
can hardly enter the base areas.
Today, the Awami League is politically isolated from the people.
The people rightly consider them as traitors.
The Indian expansionists, who had provided arms to 'tbe East Pakistan Rifles and others,
have now taken them back "ut of fear of the "Naxalites".
They
are afraid that these may be captured by the "Naxalites".
For
some time the reactionary Indian government was training the
Awami League's men on the Indian soil and was then sending them
equipped with arms across the border.
were taken away from them.

On their return the arms

In East Pakistan the big landlords and their political organizations, the Muslim League and the Jamiat~i-Islami, provide support
to the Yahya Khan govern'ment. The big landlords have rallied
within the so-called peace preservation committees.
Together
with the reactionary army they are oppressing the poor and landless
peasants" especially of the minority community.
But the revolutionary People's Committees are protecting the people including the
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According to later reports a large base area-one
amoIlg many<:overing the entire Dumuria police station area and parts of several
other police station areas in Khulna Sadar and Satkbira
sub,divisions has been created.
The poor and landless peasants, so
long down-trodden and crushed, are rising up everywhere.
They
are destroy'ing tbe age-old autbority of tlle feudal lords in the
,countryside and replacing' it by their own. In Khulna alone the
heads of mor~ than one hundred hated class enemies and notorious
hoodlums rolled in the dust by the middle of June. The units of the
PLA, composed mainly of poor and landless peasants, are heroically
fighting the Razakars, the bands of hoodlums organized by the big
landlords and armed by the Yahya Khan government, who are trying
to terrorize the countryside.
Wherever the PLA units are active,
the big landlords and their gangs of hoodlums are themselves
panic-stricken.
In one sudden courageous raid a PLA unit destroyed
a gang of fourteen big landlords and their agents who had
murdered many people. The PLA units are also fighting aeainst.
the Pakistan army and defending'tb,e base areas. One day, at nine
11\the morning, more than two hundred Pakistani soldiers came to
a village in two launches.
When the news came, there were only
'six guerrilla comrades in the village.
Others had left to recruit new
members,of the PLA and'to train them. The six comrades rushed
to the river-bank' and saw that the mercenary soldiers had already
landed there. When the otQers were thinking of what to do, one
of the peasant' comrades said:
"Comrade Charu Mazumdar has
said:
'Attack is the best means of defence.'
So let us attack
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them." At this, the comrades shook off all thought of self-preserva_
tion and·
at the enemies. Three of the enemy
soldiers dropped down dead. Taken by surprise, others rushed back
to the launches. ·Then they trained their
achine-guns at the
village and the jute-~elds and went on fi"'~J for ten minutes. The
guerrilla comrades and people had rehtated
from the village when
the enemy soldiers entered it. They fuund four villagers and killed.
)hem brutally but they went away before it was dusk.

Pakistan and the Role of the
Communist Party
-CHARD MAZUMDAR

(Certain 1fn.its of the 'Party ha're attacked the Pa1·ty line in respect of the 1'ecent events in Pakistan and distributed leaflets among
the peoJ)le ll,nder the name of the Party.
They contend that the

The villagers stint themselves in order to feed the .guerrilla
comrades. Overwhelming is the;r love and affection for the guerrilla
comrades. One day a gang of Razakars came to a village a few miles
away from the base area, dragged away a young peasant, killed him
and left his dead body at some distance from the village. In the
morning the news came to the Party. A guerrilla unit started for the
place ,and on the way met the father of the young man who had been
murdered. The father was carrying the mutilated dead body of bis
Son. When the father saw the comrades, he said to them:
"I
kl1ew you would come. Take his dead body and do whatever you
like. He belonged to you. ' I am sure you will avenge the murder.
I have not wept;
no, I have not wept."
Then, handing over the
dead body of his SOD, he brake down in tears. Such is the faith of' .
,,
the peasantry in the Party and the PLA; such is the unity between
the people and the PLA led by the Party.
Poor and landless peasants bring their young sons to the Party
centres and ask the Party to admit them to the PLA.

entire imperialist camp and the India.n ~xpansionists have launched
a war of aogression against Pakistan, that the Yahya Khan, government, klce Smndech Norodom Sihanonk, has been fighting a Just 1L'01'
against them, that the Yahya Khan [Jovemment represents the antiimperialist national bourge~isie of PC6kistan, (mel· that it shonld be
supported. In order to remove the confusion that may have been
C1'eateclin Ute minds of ·the people by these leaflets, we· are. p1!blishinu
below a statement by 01tT leader Commde Chan! 11IazumelaT.Editor, Libemtion.)
,

I

•

It is the U. S. imperialist plan to bring India and Pakistan
together and mobilize them behind their war-plot.
Put this plan
could not sllcceed because of the contradiction between India and
Pakistan.
That is why India was ~ade to attack Pakistan in
1965 ,md, with· pressure exerted on them, both'the parties were
forced to sit at the negotiating table at Tashkent.
The'Tashkent
Agreement was utilized by the Soviet revisionists for carrying on their
propaganda that all wars could be settled in this way. T.he unity
achieved at Tashkent w~s transitory while the contradiction between
the two countrifs is rather permanent.
So the U. S. plan failed.
Taking advantage of the students' democratic movement in
1969, the Mujips captured leadership and demanded removal of
Ayub Khan. It was at this time that Mujib's campaign for his sixpoint demands became strorg and, as a result, Ayub resigned and
handed over pOIVer to Yahya Khan. So Yahya Khan's coming
to power was not the result of any bloody struggle waged by the
national bourgeoisie. Since then U.S. imperialism has be'en making
plans of creal ·ng internal troubles and- the Indian government bas
lent its a·ctive co-operation to them.
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"Deshabrati" and "Liberation" have supported the stand of -the
<Communist Party of East P~kistan (Marxist-J,.,eninist).
The conclusions'that
have been drawn from these writings (that appeared in
"'De3habrati" and "Liberation"tare
arbitrary and baseless. The
Indian government. has not yet declared war against Pakistan,
actual war has not started.
The Indian governmeDt bas carried on
sabotage and interfered in tbe internal affairs of Pakistan.
So it is
~ot proper now. to state t.bat Pakistan is waging a "just war", though
Its struggle agamst all thIS sabotage and interference is surely just.
It is not the task ~f the Communist Party to support Yahya
Khan even after foreign aggression has started.
The task of the
·Communist Party is to fight foreign aggression by rousing the broad
peasant masses through class struggle and to give the call for unity
with Yahya Khan.
Even on this issue of unity it should be borne
in mind that the leadership must remain in the hands of the
·Communist Party, that is, this unity shou'ld be achieved in the
.interest of the broad masses. In the face of foreign aggression it
is of the utmost importance that the Communist Party should lead
struggles 'independently and on its own initiative and should build up
its Own army. At the time of foreign aggression the Communist Party
'must take upon it~elf the entire responsibility Ifor leadership in
the revolutionary war. The Yayha Khans would unite only when
the Co~munist
Party has succeeded in uniting the broad masses
of the people through· its independent
work-work
done on
its own initiative-and
has succeeded in building up its own
army. That. is why. the COJ;nmunist Party has_ to combat
attacks
on
two
fronts-foreign
aggression from one side
and the attack of the Yahya Khans from the other.
China's
.
.
expenence shows that, after the Japaneses aggression in 1931, the
Communist Party of China had to wage struggles against the
Kuomintang and to resist the Japanese attack by undertaking the
historic Long March. It was as a result of this that Chiang's
army rose up in revolt and forced Chiang i.u anive at a compromise with tbe Communist Party. Though realizing the need for
unity, Chairman Mao has given the greatest importance to this
independence and initiative of the Communist Party.
It was

.
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the Wang Mings and the Liu Shao'chis who, taking advantage of
the unity with Chiang# raised the demand for merging the
Red .Almy in Chiang's army and for supporting Chiang.
It is.
seen even today that while the Palestine liberation Organization
has to wage struggles against Israel, it has also to fight against
the Jordanian reactionaries,
though a part of Jordan is under the
Occup:ltion of Israel. Chairman Mao has taught us that national
liberation war is, in essence, class war.
To put.. Norodom Sihanouk, the head of the Cambodian state
and Yahya Khan in the same category is a serious deviation.
Armed struggle under the leadership of the Communist Party is
being waged in Cambodi.c:t.against U. S imperialism and Lon Nol1
and Sihanouk IS giving his full support to that struggle. Sihanouk
has deciared that the compradors and the landlord class are' the
enemies of the country against whom struggle must be waged. He bas
also declared that it is Communism that can achieve the liberation
of the people. It is not only that under Yahya the Communist
Party is illegal but he is also trying to consolidate his power by
relying on the landlord class. And his weapon is extreme religious
obscurantism.
While he is fighting for his very survival against
U S. conspiracies, h~ is also send~ng his men to wait upon the U.S.
imperialists.
That is why they two are not of the same character.
In this document~ll the imperialist and'social-imperialist
powers
are represented as one united bloc. This is in no way correct, for
there is contradiction among imperialist and social-imperialist powers
and they cannot resolve this contradiction by any means. In this
era this contradiction is becoming more and more apparent everyday.
That is why in his Statement of May 20 Chairman Mao directed
all the attack against U. S. imperialism.
In his Report to the
Ninth
National Congress of the Communist Party of China
Comrade Lin Piao mentioned four major contradictions,
one
of which is the contradiction between imperialism and socialimperialism and among imperialist c~untries. .
In this document tbe note of mterrogatlOn has been put after
the word "East" where the Communist Party of East pakistan
( Marxist-Leninist) has been mentione?
.This sh.ows .disrespect for
a fraternal Party and violates Coromulllst mternatlOnal1sm.
.
.
-June 29,1971
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Revolutionary Armed Struggle
Rises to a Higher' Stage in
West Bengal
A leading cQmrade wt.ites from Naxalbari area:
"In 1967
Comrade Charu Mazumdar told us, ':fhe fighting peasants have not
yet obtained the rifle. It is now impossible to conceive what
tremendoliS things will happen when they do The rifle in the hand
of the peasants will raise their fighting spirit stilt further.
The
day when they wilt be able to attack the enemy with that rifle
the peasants of the Terai will take to the path blazed by the
pea,ants of Viet Nam ; for, they belong to the same class.'''
The day, the coming of which Comrade Cham Mazumdar
predicted

in 1967, has now dawned.

All over West Bengal the

V;;natching
of rifles, guns and revolvers from both the police and
class enemies h~s become a daily occurrence. Both in viHages and
in towns and cities rifles" .revolvers and guns have been seized by
poor and landless pessants, workers and revolutionary youths and
their number exceeds several hundreds.
In different p1aces the PLA
units have armed themselves with these seized fire-arms and they
.are making use of them in attacking th~ police and the class
enemies. !\ilore than a month ago, 'the Home Department of the
.West Bengal Government· stated that 89 policemen had been anni,I hilated and 767 p01ieemen i.njured by the "Naxalites".
The reac-

A

l~iOnary government is guilty

0:

a ~ross under-estimate.

The number

..I . \ of police officers and men, pollce mformers,

J

military forces like C.R.P. and EFR men and regular army men7
who haVOh"n aooihilato<!
gueITiUa 'quad', mu" he
tim'"
greater. Today the toughest battle is being fought not merely, against

I

.,/\

~

by

,,,,,.1

the class enemies but agaimlt their stale apparatus. The army, which
was deployed throu~hout West Bengal some months ago in the
name of preserving "peace" during the elections in March last, is
no''''' being openly used in suppressing the "Naxalite menace".'
'Army contingents are now manning almost every police station and
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carrying out encirclement and suppression campaigns.
Chairman
Mao said: "Wherever there is oppression ther.e is resistance".
As the anriy and the police, acting often in co-ordination with all
the different reactionary and revisionist parI ies, carry out oppression
on the people indiscriminately. the people are uniting to resist it,
Today armed struggle is being linked with mass movements in
\ the countryside- mass movements for land and crops. Several areas
bave been freed of class enemies and their agents:
the most hated
ones were annihilated
and the others have fled away. Revolutionary Committees backed by the PLA units led by the party have
been formed as new organs of power.' By confiscating and distribu'

i

_~ ting the land and crops of the class enemies who have been anoit? bilated or who l).ave fled away, the Revolutionary Committees are
unleashing powerful mass movements.
The oppress\:d people in
those areas ar~ rallying rountl the Revolutionary Committees.
It is
on this issue that all revisionists, renegades and scabs oppose
C~mrade Charu Mazuindar's revolutionary line, They have ever
tned to put the cart before the horse:
they always insist that mass
movements for partial demands must precede armed strugale. That
has be~n the revisi.onist practice in India for mor~
fo;ty years
-unlll
Naxalban.
Objectively, this line amounts to the liquidation of armed struggle. C~mrade Charu Mazumdar fought against this
revisionist politics and practice and est.ablished that armed guerrilla
struggle for the seizure of political power, guided by Mao, Tsetung
Thought, can alone give rise to power(ul mass movements, mass
upheavals, and the two, closely interlinked and indivisible, will strike
at and destroy the very foundations of the present oppressive regime.
T.hu~ Comrade Charu Mazumdar made a break with the long reviSlomst practice in India and drew a clear line of demarcation between
revolutionaries and revisionists. ,Today comrades and revolutionary
people are studying again and again the writings of Chairman Mao
and Comrade Lin Piao as well as those of Comrade Charu
Mazumdar so that they can best integrate the universal pfinciples of
Mao Tsetung Thought with the concrete practice of the Indian
revolution.

.
"
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;mne
evo
In the Naxalbal'i
area
.
R
l'utlOnary committees
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have

nbee formed.
Since Magurjan, guerrilla comrades have launched.
I
attacks, nine of which have been fully successful. The enemy
IS carrying on an "encirclement and· suppression" campaign.
The
police camps have been strengthened and the army has set up campswithin the area. But this campaign is meeting with failure after
failure. Far from suppressing the fighting peasantry, it has raised
their morale. Ready to leave their homes, more and more peasant
./ men and women are coming forward every day to join the PeoPle's.
Army. T.he guerrilla comrades disperse for purposes of political
/ propaga~da ~ut tiley concentrate whi!e attacking the enemy. Every
PLA umt has a commaader and a political commissar. In those
units where the peasants' level of political con~ciousness is high,
the political commissar is elected from among the peasants.
The
regional commander and political commissar are peasants. . T4eo
, leadership 'of the poor and landless peasants over the Revolutionary
Committees is being established.
On this depends how successfully
the Revolutionary Committees wiII be able to establish the peasants"
power in the area.

!2

\

The Naxalbari struggle js having its impact beyond the border
_in Nepal. It is reported that the· battle for annihilation 9f class enemies has alread;started there and thus it marks the beginning of armed
peasant struggle in that country. In early Maya notorious class.
enemy was annihilated in Jamarguri area. More and more youths
are leaving their homes to work among the peasantry and rebuild
the C~mmuni~t ~arty .. There is a great demand mnong them for
Nepali and Hmdl verSiOns of Comrade Cham Mazumdar's writings.
In Jalpaiguri a long' stretch of territory is today freed of class
enemies and their agents. Scores of cltlsS enemies, police officers and
men and their agents have been annihilated by the peasants on their
own initiative.
Many rifles and guns have been seized.
.

'"
/

In,..•..
~ ..~eat
,,~:.

wave of struggle has b.een swecping the district of
About 200 guns and rifl~s have been snatched from the
class enemies and the police. Poor and landless peasants are joining
the PLA. ~evolutionary Committees have been formed in some areas
and people's courts are functioning. The class enemies are extremely
panicky. As many tyrant jotedars, lIsurers, policemen and spies
( Continued on page 100 )
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Pakistani ruling classes chose General Yahya Khan to succeed Ayub
and to carry on the same policy as his.
But because of their heavy and increasing dependence on imperialist 'aid" and because of their fundamental
contradiction
with-the people the relation of the Pakistani ruling classes with the
U.S. imperialists is one' of both
subservience and opposition.
During all t~ese years when the Pakistani rulers have been refusing
to participate in the U.S.-Soviet plans of aggression against China,
the two superpowers and the various
international
agencies
controlled by U.S. imperialism did not fail to provide "aid:'
economic as well as military - to the Pakistan Government nor did
the
Pakistan
Government
under Ayub or Yahya Khan ever
stop seeking it. Even now "aid" agreements are being signed in
Washington, between the U.S. and the Pakistan Government.
What gave the Pakistani ruling classes the strength to oppose
U,S.-Soviet plans, though in a, weak, vacillating manner?
At the
time of every major conflict with the Indian expansionists, the
Pakistan Government was supported by the British imperialists.
In
September 1965, when the U.S.-directed attack on Pakistan was
launched by India, the British Prime Minister openly blamed India
as the aggressor. This time, too, in 1971, the British stand was
opposed to the U.S. and Soviet stand. Britain's Prime Minister
and Fareign Minister declared that the events in Pakistan were
that country's inter~al affair. This support from imperialist powers
besides that of China helped the Pakistani Government at every
crisis and provided the strength it required.
"The contradiction
between imperialist and socia!-imperialist countries and among the
imperialist countries" is one of the four major contradictions in the
world today. It is silly to imagine the imperialist and socialimperialist countries as one solidly united camp. Rather, in this
era of the total collapse of imperialism, all the political and
military blocs and alliances that U.S. imperialism built up are dr\:integrating today; the contradiction between imperialist and socialimperialist countries, among· the imperialist countries and among
the different groups of compradors is getting more and more shat'p
every day. As U.S. imperialism is meeting with defeat after defeat,
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especially in Viet Nam, Cambodia and Laos, as its stooges are
realizing that the day of its ultimate defeat is not far off, and as
their own crises are mounting, tbey are becoming more and more
eager to establish trade and diplomatic relations with Socialist \
Cl!ina. Rats seem anxious to flee from the sinking ship.
China firmly adheres to the five principles-of mutual respect for
sovereignty and territorial integrity, non-aggression, non-interference
in each other's internal affairs, equality and mutu~l benefit and
peaceful co-existence.
On the basis of these principles China
establishes - friendly relations with every country-whatever
may be.
its social system-that
seeks them.
China also supports the just

••

struggle of every country - whatever may be its social systemagainst foreign aggression and foreign interference.
In the past,
China supported the U.A.R. and several other countries in their
just struggles against different imperialist countries and offered
even military aid to them though their rulers had not all on a
sudden blossomed out as the anti-imperialist, revolutionary national
bourgeoisie.
It is silly to conclude that China is supporting the
Pakistan Government and people in their just struggle for national
independence and state sovereignty and against foreign aggression
and interference
because Yahya Khan represents the national
bourgeoisie of Pakistan, which is anti-imperialist and revolutionary.
China supports Pakistan because Pakistan is under the threat of
ag&ression from the Indian expansionists
China's suPPOtt helps in
foiling the conspiracies of the U.S. imperialists and the Soviet socialimperialists to herd together all the reactionary forces on earth
against China and the world revolution and in sharpening the
contradictions between imperialist and sodal-imperialist
countries,
among the imperialist countries and among their compradors.
China's support to the Yahya Government does not mean that
there should be an automatic end to all class struggle in Pakistan and
that the basic masses and the Communist Party shou~d mobilize all
support to the Yahya Government. As early as April 1946 Chairman
Mao

said:

"Such

compromise

between

the

Unlled

States,

Britain and France and the Soviet Union can be the outcome
only of resolute,
effective
struggles by all the democratic

forces of the world against
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Ithe people in
\ suit and
: countries

! accordance

and France.
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the countries

of the capitalist
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will
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with their
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different

home.

wage

of the Unit.ed
does not requIre

world

to

follow

The people in those
different

conditions."

struggles
(Some Points

in
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Appraisal of the P1'esent Interr;,ational Sit1bation).
It is utter revisionism to assert that Pakistan has been transformed from a semi-colonial, semi-feudal country into an independent
country ruled by the national bourgeoisie, Such a thesis has nothing
in common with Marxism-Leninism-Mao
Tsetung Thought.
It
assumes that the bourgeoisie of a country can lead the democratic
revolution in this. era-long
after 1917-and
rejects the MarxistLeninist theory that proletarian
leadership is the sole key to
victory in the democratic revolution that takes place after the
October Revolution.
It is openly opposed to Chairman Mao's
theory on New Democracy. This is sheer revisionism also because it
holds that on some blessed day political power was peacefully transferred from the imperialists, their compra~ors and the feudal class
in Pakistan to the national bourgeoisie.
It is opposed to Chairman
Mao's thesis:
"Political
power grows out of the
barrel
.of a gun"
and is quite in agreement with the theory of peaceful
transition peddled by all revisionist traitors. It is the Khruschovites
who claim that socialist aid from on~side can ?atch the national
bourgeoisie of a semi-colonial, semi-feu<;lalcountry and enable it to
seize power. Those who assert this view ~re consciously or unconsciously new adherents of Khruschov despite their loud professions
of loyalty to Chairman Mao's Thought.
The irony of it is that this
pernicious theory is being peddled today in the name of fighting
against anti-China counter-revolutionary plots .. ,It is Chairman Mao
who fought and defeated Khruschov rev~sionism and reestablished
the eternal principles of Marxism-Leninism,
Our Party could be
established under the leadership of Comrade Charu Mazumdar only.·
by defeating Khruschov revisionism, by defeating this pernicious
theory of peaceful transitiod.
Yet revisionism is trying to raise its
.
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the reactionarY.forces

~
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bead again but it will fail to befool the ranks matured by the
experience of the last four years of revolutionary struggle.
Wbat are the actual conditions in Pakistan?
Through capital
investments, "aid" and unequal trade different imperialist powers
are fleecing the Pakistani people. In coll:aboration with tbe Pakistani
compradors or without it, foreign monopolies are sucking the blood
of the people.
Far from launching. any attack on them, the
Pakistani ruling classes are becoming increasingly more dependent
on imperialist "aid".
The feudal princes and landlords are equally
free to carryon brutal oppression and exploitation of the vast masses

I

of the peasantry. As the Communist Party of East Pakistan (Marxistleninist)
correctly pointed out, imperialism, revisionism, the
comprador bourgeoisie and the feudal class are the chief enemies of
the people of Pakistan.
Internally, there is no democracy within the
country: the CPEP (M-L) is banned.
Educationally and culturally,
the country is semi-colonial and semi-feudal.
The mling classes
exploit religious obscurantism more tban aflywhere else. They have
named their state "the Islamic Republic of Pakistan".
In this complex situation the CPEP (M-L) bas given a bold and
correct lead to the people of East Pakistan.
Instead of raising the
bourgeois slogan' of a war of national defence, it has given the call
for a national revolutionary war-a national revolutionary war to·
defeat imperialism and sociaL-imperialism and to overthrow the
comprador bour~eoisie and the feudal class. China's path is the
path along which the' CPEP (M-L) is leading the people of East
Pakistan to victory. By relying on the landless and poor peasants,
it has carried forward the battle of annihilation of class enemies and
of th~' annea forces of tbe reactionary state, formed units of the,
Pe<pple's Liberation Army and built base areas where people's revoluti.onary committees liQq people's milHia are being organized.
Thus the Party ha:! rightly laid all the emphasis on the task of
rousitlg the masSes. ifiitia.ting and developing armed struggle and
building the People's AM'Iy without which the people have nothing.
It is 0..1111thus. ottly b1 <tevelOping class struggle to a new height,
that the Party and the people of East Pakistan can smash all antiChina war-plots Qn·itg.SQj1~ ChAirman Mao said:
"With regard.
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- t-;;-the question of world wl\r, there are but two possibilities:
One is that the war will give rise to revolution and the' other
is that revolution will prevent the war."
Chainnan Mao has
assigned only one task to the revolutionaries' of the different
countries-the
task to make revolution in their respective countries;
Only by boldly rousing the masses to fulfil this task, by hastening
the work of revolution in their countries, revolutionaries can defeat
imperialist
and social-imperialist
plots agaiJ?st China and the
world's people, prevent a new world war or win it after it has
broken out. All talk offigh ting U.S. imperialism by rallying
behind the ruling classes of a semi-colonial and semi-feudal
country is the old, olli capitulationist line-the
revisionist line of
class collaboration, betrayal of class struggle and betrayal of revolutionary peasant struggle.
The CPEP (M-L) ,has correctly refused to support 'and trail
behind Yahya Khan and his" men and thus refused to follow the
liquidationist line - to liquidate' itself and to liquidate the armed
str~ggle for the seizure of political power. On the issue of building
the unitt)d front, the Party is guided by what Vice-Chairman Lin

-

Piao said:

'

"History shows that during the national-demobratic revolution
there must be two k!nds. of alliance within this united front, first"
the worke.r-peasant alliance and second, the alliance of the working
people with the bourgeoisie and otber non-working people. The
worker-peasant alliance is an alliance of the working class with,
I

the peasants and all 9t~er working people in town and country. It
is the foundation of the united front.
V,het~er th~ working class
can gain leadership of tbe natiopal-democratic revolution depends on
whether it can lead tbe broad masses of the peasants in struggle and
rally

them

leadership

around

itself.

of the peasants,

Only when the

working' class gains

and only on the basis of the worker-

peasant alliance, is it possible to establish the second alliance,
a broad

united ,front and,wage a people's war victoriously.

wise, everything

tbat is done is unreliable,

so much empty talk."

like castles

form
Other-

in the air or

("Long Live tbe Victory of People's War")
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Though faced with a very difficult and c~mplicat~d situation, the
CPEP (M-L) is integrating Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tsetu,ng Thought
with the concrete practice of revolution in East pakistan.
We
h~il the significant victories our brave comrades of East Pakistan
bave already won and offer our red salute to them.

-June 15, 1971

SMASH THE BLOOD-STAINED, CRIMINAL
OF THE INDIAN EXPANSIONISTS

HANDS

Inspired by Mao Tsetung Thought and guided by the C. P. E. p.
{M-L) the brave peasants and the workers and revolutionary youths
of East Bengal are waging an armed struggle on two fronts. On the
one side they are' fighting arms in hand against the Razakars
(armed gangs organized by the big landlords), the police and
Pakistan's reactionary army;
on the other they are waging l} bitter
fight agains,t the Indian expansionists.
India's reactionary government is sending armed infiltrators across tbe border who are btowing
up bridges. damaging roads, setting fire to houses, killing men and
looting things. Under tbe grandiose name of tbe "Mukti Fouz"
('Liberation Army') ,the counter-revolutionary Awami League's men
equipped with arms by tbe Indian expansionists and operating from
the Indian soil, are engaged in the same nefarious activities.
It is
the internationalist
duty of the working people of India and the
('. P. I. (M-L) to express the fullest solidarity w'ith the fighting
peasantry of East Bengal 'and give them all h~lp in smashing the
"counter-revolutionary plot of the Indian expansionists. "It is only by
intensifying and quickening the pace of agrarian revolution in India,
particularly in West Bengal, .tha~ the criminal activities of the
Indian expansionists can be stopped and they can be routed.
Our
Party and people assure the heroic peasantry of East Bengal that they
will persevere in the struggle ag linst the common enemies-the
Indian expansionists~and
raise it to a new height to smash their
blood-3tained, criminal hands.
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WE WARN THEM
Comrade Nagbhusan Patnaik, one of the leaders of our Party
now in an Andbra prison, has been sentenced to death by the
Andhra High Court
Like the army, the police and the bureaucracy,
the judiciary is part of the coercive state apparatus and its sole purpose
is to oppress the people and defend the man-eating system that
prevails in this country., The reactionary ruling class is frightened
at the rapid development of the revolutionary peasant, struggle that
is destined to smash the present man-eati?g system. The reactionary
rulers are' murdering our comrades in prison or outside in the vain
hope that by doing so they will be able to stifle the Indian revolution. Tbeir hands are already stained with the blood of many of
the leading comrades of Srikakulam., . Comrade Nagbhusan Patnaik is one of the leaders of the heroic
peasant struggle of Srikakulam and neighbouring Orissa districts,
that suffered a set-back.
But the revolutionary comrades and people
of Srikakulam and other districts of Andhra are summing up the
experience of their previous struggle, drawing lessons from it and
recovering from the set-back.
Already there are signs of a resurgence. New leaders, tempered in the fire of battle, are emerging
to spread wide the flaml!s of the revolutionary armed struggle.
,
During the last few months several actions have taken place i.
Srikakulam, Nellore, and districts of the Teiangan,a regiob. Srikakulam and Andhra shall rise again.
';
we sternly wa~n the reactionary government against carrying
out the criminal sentence of death on Comril-de Na&bhusan Patnaik:.
If they dare to murder our comrade they will only earn the undyin~
hatred of all revolutionary people throughout India and fan the
flames of the revolutionary armed struggle in which they shall perish.
Not only the rulers but also all the minions ~f "law and order"
who may dare to commit this crime shall not escape the wrath
of the people.

.
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have Qeen annihilated, many class enemies have fled away from' their
homes. Their land and crops have been confiscated.
The bourgeois
press'reflects the alarm that has gripped the class enemies and the
bureaucracy
The revolutionary youths and working people have
carried tbe flames <;>farmed struggle to the different towns also.
The peasantry and other oppressed people are jubilant. The PLA
protects them in many areas. At least three hoodlums who
oppressed the people and extorted money from them in the name
of the Party have been annihilated.
.
In ~urshidaba.Q district also, annihilation of the most hated class'
I enemies, policemen and revisionist agents of the police and snatching
of,fire-arms are frequent. The PLA units have armed tJjlemselveswith
guns and rifles seized from the ;ehemies. Our guerrilla comrades
. avenged t~e murder of revolutionary youths in Berhampur jail by
a~nihilating Sadhan Ghosh,. a jail warder guilty of murder.
In Burdwan
district, the. revolutionary armed struggle is
s~readingswiftly.
During this per.iod many class enemies, policemen
/1 and ..police informers have been annihilated. Guerrilla comrades
h~ve snatched away many rifles and guns. In several rural a.reas
R.evoh,ltionary Committees have been folmed. /fhe initiative of the
poor and landless peasant comrades has devoleped. On May 14, a
~uerrilla
squad of five landless peasants made a sudden attack on ~n
armed police party in a crowded train near Srikhand railway station
when this party was escorting two arr·~sted comrades from Burdwan
/ jail to Katwa court. The guerrilla squad annihitated 4 armed
policemen, -seized two rifles and secured the release of the two
captured comrades. In a self-critical report an intellectual comrade
has said that if the initiative of the peasants had not been curbed.
they could have seized all the rif\~s. In the i~dustrial areas the
working class is shaking off the revisionist influence and rising in
• /militant
struggles. At purgapuj:. many policemen, CRP m,en, army
/
men, police agents and CPI (M) hoodlums were annihilated and
many rifles and guns were seized by revolutionary workers and
youths. Under the leadership of the Party the masses of workers
I are rising in militant revolts. On June 1, the workers counter-attacked
the central industrial security force at Durgapur with whatever

t
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1hey could lay their hands on when a wor~er ~as b~at~n u~.. L.ed by
our comrades the revolutionary workers mfhcted senous lllJunes on
. ;, ~21 officers and men of the so-called security force and annihilated a
A 'police spy. The struggle spread to different 'factories-AVB,
'I Graphite, .C.S I.R.G, Damodar Iron and Steel etc- It spread also
to neighbouring areas. The railway workers at Andal, an important
VI railway centre, went on protest strike. Even revisionist trade union
leaders working in close collusion with the police and the administration failed to suppress this revolt On April 29, a guerrilla squad
I of nine .workers annihilated Bireswar Mondal, a despotic landlord
and police informer, in Baktarnagar village in Andal area. Party
.1 units are being organized anong the coal miners, one of the most
~ppre~sed sections of workers in India. Already their guerrilla
squads have annihilated class enemies and snatched away guns.
Today in many areas in Burdwan-Andal,
panagarh, Mankar,
..,")Budbud etc.-workers,
peasants and revolutionary youths are fighting
shoulder to shoulder to carry forward the agrarian revolution. '
The revolutionary armed strugele has spread to wide areas in
.24 Pal'gauas-both
rural and urban. Throughout the d!st~ict
/ ,guerrilla squads have attacked and annihibted many class enemies,
,/ policemen; CRP men and armymen. Many rifles, revolvers and
guns have been snatched away from them. Daring attacks are being
Imade by aur guerrilla comrades on police outposts and pickets. The
police outpost at .Badu in Barasat police station area was attacked,
. a policeman was annihilated and two others injured. Innumerable
/ '/actions have been carried out in Barasat and Basirhat sub-divisions
lof the district. The struggle has reached a higher stag~ n~s'Jin
Diamond Harbour and Canning.
Acwra-r;g to a report from the Bengal- Bihar-Orissa Border
Region Committee, a guerrilla squad of poor and landless peasants
,/ .attacked a police camp at Jarangi in Gopiballavpur in Midnapur
I and annihilated 3 EFR men; two EFR men were annihilated at
j Asura.
On Jul1e 4, a PLA mit attac~ed a military police camp
within Orissa, annihilated three including a havildar and seized a
...,.s. ten gun. The rest surrendered Class enemies were annihilated at
I Govindapur and Banbati and their properties were' confiscated and
distributed among the peasantry.
.
In !!.2Juah many daring attacks have been carried out by our
guerrilla comrades and many class enemies, police informers and
cPI (M) agents Of the police bave been annihilated.
Many rifles
and guns have beel? seized
11Th,," poor llre raUyine round the
Party.
.
'..
.
. .
In l!00llliJy distnct the battle of anlllhllatlOn of class enemies IS
forging ahead. The police and police informes are increasingly
I .;
becoming targets of attack. A number of ritles and guns have been
-seized.

I
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. In Nadia the revolutionary stouggle ha< rea~hed a new stage.
r'-- AttackS1iiVe
been launched on the police and police informers,
besides class enemies, and many rifles and guns have been seized.
In Calcutta and the .industrial area of the 24 Pargana..s, close to
Ca1cutta~ the workers are on the march,
More and more workers
, are repudiating the leadership of the CPI (M) and other revisionist
I parties
and taking to the path of militant battles with tbeir
employers and the police, There have been many instances when
". the workers of several factories in an area went on strike immediately one or several of their colleagues had been arrested by the
police, forced their employers to demand of the police the release
of their comrades, and themselves gheraoed the police stations and
forced the police to release them,
This has happened in Beliag.hata,
Belgacchia, ~m Du"!p and many other areas,
Wben Comrade'
Sbyam, a young revolutionary,
was shot dead at Sinthee by the
••. police the workers and other working people erected barricades on
. the roads and fought against tbS police, arms in hand, for two days.
/ It is reported tbat they shot dead 7 armed policemen in tbat
I
battle,.
~
Many dass enemies, policemen and police informers including
"/ Congress and CPI (M) agents of the police have been annihilated
in different. areas of Calcutta and neiglfbouring industrial areas.
.". Brave struggles have been waged by the revolutionary youths and
workers in Behal~ Tollygu~,
Jadavpur, Metiab!!IJ,lz, Sinthee./11 Belia hata
au.d other place..s and scores of riJtes and revolvers have
een snatched away from the police, Daring attacks have been
tlaunched
on police outposts and police piCkets, like the one at
Jadavpur Railway station, and many rifles have been seized,
Today, as Comrade Charu Mazumdar has said, the main task of
the Party units in urban areas is to carry the politics of seizure of
political power by armed force to the wor~ ers, to propagate Mao'
Tsetung Thought among them and to build r arty organizations with
the advanced elements among them.
This task is being fulfilled
and Party units with the best elements of the proletariat ~re being.
formed,
A major section of the workers in some industrial areas
'I is rallying round these Party units. It i's also a feature today tbat . ':
( in many areas tbe Party units and comrades enjoy in an overwhelming measure the support, love and affection of the urban poor.
No doubt, the Party is striking roots among the basic masses' and
tbis i~ why all the shooting and imprisonment, all the fas'cist
oppressi<?n, all the cruellest methods of torture, practised by tbe'
react~onary government, fail to demoralize the revolutionary cadres •
or to check the swift advance of the revolutionary struggle,
Our comrades, both in prison and outside, are writing new
epics of heroism.
New men, whose advent Comrade ChartJ.;

J

r

!

~

Mazumdar predicted, have already emerged, Their heroism "
f'd
r
d
' lervour
1 ea Ism an . self-sacrifice can never be surpassed,
On April 22the second annIversary of our Party's" loun d a t'lOn-an d May 2 our
.

br~ve comrades in Dum Dum jail hoisted the Red flag ov~r the
pIlSon, tbus trampling underfoot the Jail Code. . Our comrades had
<lra\YD un" a plan t 0 escape from pnson
.
on May 7 but somehow it
1ea k e d out and the pro h
f M
13
gramme ad to be postponed,
On the night
o
ay
a comrade was handcuffed b h . ,
,
he had w~itten "R d
Y t e JaIl authonties -because
e Salute to Mao Tsetung".on
h' "
,
/l At the instruction of th P
"
IS JaIl-ticket.
- -smashed the handcuffs :nd aarltlYcommdlttee WIthin the jail, a squad
comra es wrote "R d S I
Tsetung" on th'elr t'ICk ets
e
a ute to Mao
The
'
.collusion with the CPI"
~e~ctIOnary authorities planned in
.
(M)-led JaIl warders' association to murder
our comrades on the next da
S
.
.
within the ' 'I d 'd
. y,
ensmg It, the Party Committee
jal
eCI
ed
not
to
leav
th
. ..
, III
. the hands of
th
'
e e IDltIatIve
e
reactIOnary
authorities
and
."
d
d "
llliorme
160 comrades of the
eClSIOnto.carry out 'the plan of escape. Different groups of 'comrades were allotted different tasks. Some of the I d' d
took u
ea 109 comra es
pop.
themselves
the
task
of
resisting
th
••
armed
p
I'
d
, 'I
d
v
0 Icemen an
J81
war ers when their comrades would try to escape
On t'
afternoon of M
14
.
ne
ay
the heroic comrades removed an extremely
e.avy lIon gate and placed it against the wall .
1m
mIraculous man
I I
.
lO an a ost
h
nero ness than five mlOutes fifty comrades climbed
u: t ,e gate, a~d the wall and escaped. The other comrades fought
••.
~ ~ armed polIcemen and jail-warders,
almost bare-handcd
and

h

/

'

IDjured 40. ~f the~.
But seventeen brave comrades died the 'death
o{ martyrs.
whIle fac6d with their murderers they raised the
S ogans,: "Chairman
Mao Zindabad!"
"Comrad Ch
Zindabad~'
and "CPI (M-L) Zi~dabad!"
A;out a:O Mazumddar
wer "
d'
h' b
comra es
t'
d~ hIDjUre.. ID t IS attIe. Astonishing were the I'n't'
1 Ia Ive, valour
..an t e spmt of ielf-sacrifice of our comrades
.
-25,6.71
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·"Never

I

Forget Class Str~ggle"'Chairman Mao

Today ~arious' specious a1'gumen,tsa1'ebeing put forward to makfr
revolution,aries give ~[pclass struggle and adopt the old, old revisionist
lin~ of class capitulation.
The following paragraphs from "A
P1'OposalConcerni1'l,gthe General Line of the International Comm1mist
Movement"
(J~[ne 14, 1963, Reply of the Central Cammittee of the
Communist Party of Chi?~ato March 30 letter of the central committee
of the Commw~ist Party of the Sov2et Union) 'will, we hope, remove
m~wh conf~Mion about the tasks of a Marxist-Leninist
Par¢fy and
will also help in ~.nderstanding the foreign policy of a socialist
country. ~ Editor, Liberation.
"It is necessary for the socialist 'countries
to engage in
negotiations of one kind or another with the imperialist cQuntries.
It is possible to reach certain agreements through negotiation
by
relying on the correct policies of the socialist countries and on the
pressure of tbe people (i)f all countries. But necessary compromisesbetween the socialist countries and the imperialist countries do not
require the oppressed peoples and nations to follow' suit aDd.
compromise with imperialism and its lackeys. No one should
ever demand in the name of peaceful coexistence that the oppressed
peoples and nations should give, up theIr revolutionary struggles,
"The application of the policy of peaceful coexistence by the
socialist countries is advantageous for achieving a peaceful international
environment
for socialist construction,
for exposing the
imperialist policies of aggression and war and for isolating the
imperialist forc~ of aggression and war. But if the general. line
of the f(}reign policy of the socialist countries is confined to peaceful'
coexistence, then it is impossible to handle correctly either the.
relations between socialist countries or those between the socialist
countries and the oppressed peoples and nations.
Therefore it i~
wrong to make peaceful coexistence the general line of the foreign'
policy of the socialist countries.
"In our view, the general line of the foreign policy of the
socialist countries should have the following content: to. develop
relations of friendship. mutual assistance and cooperatIon among'
the countries of the socialist camp in accordance with the principles
of proletarian internationalism;
to strive for peaceful coexistence
on the basis of the Five Principles with countries having different
social systems and oppose the imperialist policies of aggression
and war; and to support and assist the revolutionary
struggles of"
all the oppressed peoples and nations.
These three aspects are
interrelated and indivisible, and not a single one can be omitted."
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